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SUMMARY
The main objective of this research is to efficiently enable 3D die-stacked
memory and heterogeneous memory systems. 3D die-stacking is an emerging technology
that allows for large amounts of in-package high-bandwidth memory storage. Die-
stacked memory has the potential to provide extraordinary performance and energy
benefits for computing environments, from data-intensive to mobile computing. However,
incorporating die-stacked memory into computing environments requires innovations
across the system stack from hardware and software. This dissertation presents several
architectural innovations to practically deploy die-stacked memory into a variety of
computing systems.
First, this dissertation proposes using die-stacked DRAM as a hardware-managed
cache in a practical and efficient way. The proposed DRAM cache architecture employs
two novel techniques: hit-miss speculation and self-balancing dispatch. The proposed
techniques virtually eliminate the hardware overhead of maintaining a multi-megabytes
SRAM structure, when scaling to gigabytes of stacked DRAM caches, and improve overall
memory bandwidth utilization.
Second, this dissertation proposes a DRAM cache organization that provides a high
level of reliability for die-stacked DRAM caches in a cost-effective manner. The proposed
DRAM cache uses error-correcting code (ECCs), strong checksums (CRCs), and dirty data
duplication to detect and correct a wide range of stacked DRAM failures—from traditional
bit errors to large-scale row, column, bank, and channel failures—within the constraints
of commodity, non-ECC DRAM stacks. With only a modest performance degradation
compared to a DRAM cache with no ECC support, the proposed organization can correct
all single-bit failures, and 99.9993% of all row, column, and bank failures.
xv
Third, this dissertation proposes architectural mechanisms to use large, fast, on-chip
memory structures as part of memory (PoM) seamlessly through the hardware. The
proposed design achieves the performance benefit of on-chip memory caches without
sacrificing a large fraction of total memory capacity to serve as a cache. To achieve this,
PoM implements the ability to dynamically remap regions of memory based on their access
patterns and expected performance benefits.
Lastly, this dissertation explores a new usage model for die-stacked DRAM involving
a hybrid of caching and virtual memory support. In the common case where system’s
physical memory is not over-committed, die-stacked DRAM operates as a cache to provide
performance and energy benefits to the system. However, when the workload’s active
memory demands exceed the capacity of the physical memory, the proposed scheme
dynamically converts the stacked DRAM cache into a fast swap device to avoid the




The improvement of microprocessors allows for processing an ever increasing amount of
data these days. Unfortunately, memory performance has not been improved at the same
rate as microprocessor performance over the decades. Consequently, we have been facing
the Memory Wall [85] and Memory Bandwidth Wall [8] problems, and system performance
has been increasingly limited by memory performance in modern computing systems.
1.1 The Problem: Unpromising Conventional Memory Systems
To mitigate the processor-memory performance gap, both industry and academia have
put enormous efforts into conventional memory systems. From industry, we have been
improving DRAM—which has been used as main memory for the past four decades—
to deliver large amounts of data faster to the processor. From academia, a significant
amount of research has been focused on memory management including caching [84],
prefetching [21], and memory scheduling [66]. Despite all these efforts, however, the
processor-memory performance gap has become more widened, and today’s memory
system truly has become the fundamental bottleneck in computing systems. To make
the problem worse, the recent explosion in data makes the memory system to have more
stringent requirements on performance, power, and energy than ever before.
We now reached the point where it is not viable to meet such requirements with
conventional memory systems anymore, even if they are intelligently managed. Given
such a situation, we project that future memory systems will require employing emerging
memory technologies and architectures (e.g., die-stacked DRAM) to streamline memory
systems. These emerging memory architectures create a new problem space; they cannot
simply be put in a memory hierarchy as a drop-in replacement for conventional memory. To
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deploy them in commercial products, it is crucial to architecting them in an effective way
that deals with the peculiarities of such emerging memory architectures (e.g., in die-stacked
DRAM, all bits coming from the same DRAM chip, relatively long latency compared
to SRAM). Furthermore, management techniques on conventional memory systems will
also likely be ineffective for such emerging memory architectures; therefore, memory
management techniques need to be redesigned for new memory architectures as well.
1.2 The Contributions: Efficiently Architecting Die-Stacked Memory
and Heterogeneous Memory Systems
Among emerging memory architectures, this dissertation investigates using 3D die-stacked
memory and focuses on the question of how to manage resulting heterogeneous memory
systems.1 3D die-stacking is an emerging technology that allows for large amounts of
high-bandwidth and energy-efficient memory storage within a processor package. This in-
package die-stacked memory has the great potential to provide extraordinary performance
and energy benefits for computing environments, from data-intensive to mobile computing.
Consequently, it is gaining significant industrial traction, with activities in the memory
standard bodies (e.g., JEDEC) and multiple companies (e.g., Intel, AMD, NVIDIA,
Qualcomm) seriously considering the integration of die-stacked DRAM into their future
products.
With the die-stacked memory within a processor package, future memory systems are
expected to be heterogeneous—gigabytes of memory structures on-chip that provide higher
bandwidth and faster access time than off-chip memory—and it is important to integrate
the die-stacked memory seamlessly into current and future computing systems and enable
heterogeneous memory systems in a practical manner. So, the question is how to make
efficient use of gigabytes of die-stacked memory in the heterogeneous memory system.
In general, there will be a number of options of managing the stacked memory, and the
1We define a heterogeneous memory system as a memory subsystem in which some portions of memory
provide different performance and power characteristics than other portions of memory in the same node.
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answers will likely to be varying depending on its deployment scenarios. For instance, the
stacked memory could be better used as a large cache for the systems employing hundreds
of gigabytes of off-chip memory (e.g., servers). However, for desktop or laptop systems
where off-chip memory capacity is only a few gigabytes, the stacked memory may need to
be managed as part of main memory (rather than as a cache) to fully utilize the memory
capacity available in the system. Alternatively, for other scenarios where system’s memory
demands only occasionally exceed off-chip physical memory, we may want a hybrid design
option of a cache and part of memory for the best use of the stacked memory.
To provide the benefits of die-stacked memory across computing environments, this dis-
sertation proposes novel organizations and usage models while addressing the challenges of
enabling die-stacked memory—scalability, resiliency, hardware management, and software
interaction—in different deployment scenarios. The proposed organizations below would
help system/chip vendors efficiently exploit die-stacked memory for their own needs.
Practical Die-Stacked DRAM Cache Architectures
To avoid dependencies on operating system vendors, maintain software transparency,
and provide benefits to legacy software, using die-stacked DRAM as a large cache is one of
the directions that both academia and industry are interested in. The key challenge in this
direction is how to manage metadata when scaling to gigabytes of stacked DRAM caches.
The prior state-of-the-art design requires a multi-megabyte SRAM structure (e.g., 8MB for
a 2GB DRAM cache) in order to maintain precise information about the DRAM cache’s
contents, which is prohibitively costly to allow it to be deployed in commercial products.
Furthermore, the design is also not scalable.
To make the cache approach more practical, this dissertation research proposes a
DRAM cache architecture that employs two innovations [75], each of which exploits the
bursty nature of memory requests. The first is a low-cost cache Hit-Miss Predictor (HMP)
that virtually eliminates the hardware overhead of maintaining a multi-megabyte SRAM
structure for precise metadata. We demonstrate that it is actually possible to speculate on
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whether a request can be served by the DRAM cache or main memory, with 97% prediction
accuracy and a hardware cost of less than 1KB, by exploiting spatial correlation and the
bursty nature of cache traffic. The second is a Self-Balancing Dispatch (SBD) mechanism
that dynamically sends some requests to off-chip memory even though the request may
have hit in the die-stacked DRAM cache. This makes effective use of otherwise idle off-
chip bandwidth when the DRAM cache is servicing a burst of cache hits.
These techniques, however, are hampered by dirty data in the DRAM cache. We
propose a hybrid write policy for the cache that simultaneously supports write-through
and write-back policies for different pages. Only a limited number of pages are permitted
to operate in a write-back mode at one time, thereby bounding the amount of dirty data
in the DRAM cache. By keeping the majority of the DRAM cache clean, most HMP
predictions do not need to be verified, and self-balancing dispatch has more opportunities
to redistribute requests.
Resilience Support for Die-Stacked DRAM Caches
Many high-end markets (e.g., server, datacenter, high-performance computing) require
superior reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS). Die-stacked memories will likely
need to be more reliable than external memories because DRAM stacks are not serviceable.
Compared to conventional dual-inline memory modules (DIMMs) that can be easily
replaced, a die-stacked memory failure may require discarding the entire package including
the perfectly functioning processor.
To address the reliability concerns, this dissertation proposes a series of modifications
to a stacked-DRAM cache to provide both fine-grain protection (e.g., for single-bit faults)
and coarse-grain protection (e.g., for row-, bank-, and channel-faults) while only utilizing
commodity non-ECC stacked DRAM chips. Furthermore, these RAS capabilities can be
selectively enabled to tailor the level of reliability for different market needs [76, 77].
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Die-Stacked DRAM as Part of Main Memory
For some computing environments, depending on its deployment scenarios, making
die-stacked DRAM invisible to overall system memory (i.e., used as a cache) could lead
to a non-negligible loss of a performance opportunity. For stacked DRAM to be deployed
in such computing environments, this dissertation conducts a study of how to effectively
combine fast stacked DRAM and slow off-chip memory to create a single physical address
space [72].
Such heterogeneous main memory is typically managed by the operating system (OS).
To maximize the performance benefits of fast memory, the OS could allocate heavily used
pages to the portion of the physical address space mapped to the fast memory. Alternatively,
the OS could dynamically migrate memory pages between fast and slow memory runtime.
However, this dissertation shows that an OS-managed heterogeneous system is often unable
to capture pages that are highly utilized for short periods of time, thereby leading to a non-
negligible loss of a performance opportunity.
Consequently, this dissertation proposes a practical, low-cost architectural solution
to efficiently enable using large stacked DRAM as Part-of-Memory (PoM) without the
involvement of the OS. The hardware-managed PoM architecture dynamically remaps
regions of memory, based on their access patterns and expected performance benefits,
and performs even better than an ideal OS-based migration design that assumes zero-cost
migration overheads.
Stacked DRAM Interacting with Operating Systems
This dissertation presents a new usage model for die-stacked DRAM involving a hybrid
of caching and virtual memory support. In the common case where system’s off-chip
physical memory is not over-committed, die-stacked DRAM operates as a cache to provide
performance and energy benefits to the system. However, when the workload’s demands
exceed the capacity of the physical memory, the proposed scheme can dynamically convert
(part of) the stacked DRAM cache into a fast swap device, with minimum OS and hardware
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changes, in order to avoid the otherwise grievous performance penalty of swapping to disk.
This work increases the value proposition of stacked DRAM. In the common case, any
of the previously proposed DRAM cache organizations can be used to increase system
performance. However, the proposed scheme allows for tolerating a moderate level of
memory over-commitment and thus opens up new opportunities for datacenter operators to
more aggressively consolidate multiple workloads/virtual machines on to the same physical
servers; or alternatively, the operators can maintain the current levels of consolidation but
reduce the amount of overprovisioning of main memory. Such optimizations can have a
direct impact on both operating expenses (e.g., more consolidation leads to more powered-
down machines which saves on power costs) and/or capital expenses (e.g., purchasing less
memory if less over-provisioning is needed).
1.3 Thesis Statement
Die-stacked memory can provide performance benefits across computing environments
once it is effectively exploited with low-cost architectural innovations to address its
challenges: scalability, resiliency, hardware management, and software interaction.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II provides background
and summarizes related work. Chapter III discusses a practical die-stacked DRAM cache
architecture. Chapter IV presents a design of providing resilience support for die-stacked
DRAM caches. Chapter V proposes using large, on-chip memory as part of addressable
physical memory space. Chapter VI proposes a hybrid scheme where the hardware and
operating system cooperatively manage stacked DRAM. Lastly, Chapter VII concludes
this dissertation and discusses future work.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we provide an overview of conventional off-chip memory and die-stacked
DRAM (Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4) and describe the prior state-of-the-art using die-
stacked DRAM as a large cache (Section 2.5). We then discuss prior work related to this
dissertation (Section 2.6).
2.1 DRAM Architecture
DRAM consists of arrays of bit-cells, where each bit-cell is comprised of a capacitor to
store charge and an access transistor to enable reading or writing of the cell. Accessing bit-
cells in a DRAM requires storing the bit-cell values in a row buffer, and all read and write
operations effectively operate directly on the row buffer (rather than the actual bit-cells).
When the row is no longer needed (or often when a different row is requested), the contents
of the row buffer are written back into the original row of bit-cells and then a new row may
be accessed.
The DRAM access mechanism is quite different from SRAM arrays. In the case of
DRAM, an entire bank is occupied while the row is open, and therefore any requests to
other rows in this bank will be delayed until the current operations complete (although
operations in independent banks may proceed concurrently subject to DRAM timing and
bus constraints). In an SRAM, the access paths are more easily pipelined, and so even if a
request has been sent to a particular bank, subsequent requests need only wait a few cycles
before they can proceed.
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Figure 1: Organization of DRAM chips on a DIMM (one side, x8 chips) for (a) non-ECC
DRAM, and (b) ECC DRAM.
2.2 Error Correcting Code for Conventional DRAM
Conventional off-chip memory is organized on dual-inline memory modules (DIMMs),
with each side consisting of multiple DRAM chips. For the sake of simplicity, this
discussion focuses on an organization in which each chip provides eight data bits at a
time (“x8”), so the eight chips ganged together implement a 64-bit interface as shown in
Figure 1(a). Typically a Hamming code [26] with seven check bits (or a similar code) is
used to provide single-bit error correction (SEC) for 64 bits of data. In addition to the SEC
code, an additional parity bit is provided to enable double-bit error detection (DED). This
introduces eight bits of overhead per 64 bits of data, which is implemented by adding a
ninth chip to the DIMM, as shown in Figure 1(b). All 72 bits are read in parallel, and the 8
bits of SECDED coding are used to check and possibly correct one of the 64 bits. Chipkill
protection can be achieved in the same area overhead (although typically using x4 chips) by
using a Reed-Solomon symbol-correction code and laying out the memory system so each
DRAM chip contributes bits to exactly one error-correcting code (ECC) “symbol” [13].
A key advantage of the conventional ECC DIMM approach is that the silicon for each
of the individual chips is identical, which allows the memory manufacturers to incur only
the engineering expenses of designing a single memory chip. The difference comes from
the design of the DIMM modules: the non-ECC version supports (for example) eight
memory chips and the ECC version supports nine, but the engineering cost of designing
and manufacturing multiple printed circuit boards is far cheaper than doing the same for
multiple chip designs. Maintaining a single chip design also helps optimize a memory
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vendor’s silicon inventory management.
2.3 Die-Stacked DRAM Organization
Die-stacked DRAM consists of one or more layers of DRAM with a very-wide data
interface—using through-silicon vias (TSVs)—connecting the DRAM stack to whatever
it is stacked with (e.g., a processor die). Whereas a conventional memory chip may provide
only a four- or eight-bit data interface (the reason multiple chips are ganged together on a
DIMM), a single layer of die-stacked memory can provide a much larger interface, such as
128 bits [17, 43]. Given this wider interface, all bits for a read request can be transferred
across a single interface, and therefore all bits are sourced from a single chip in the stack,
as shown in Figure 2(a).
128b 32b 32b 32b 32b 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2: Reading data from a die-stacked DRAM with (a) all data delivered from a single
bank from a single layer (similar to JEDEC Wide I/O [34]), and (b) data distributed across
banks from four layers.
In theory, the stacked DRAM could be organized to be more like a DIMM, in that
each of the N chips in a stack provides 1
N
th of the bits, as shown in Figure 2(b). This
approach is undesirable for a variety of reasons. Requiring the parallel access of N chips
means activating banks on all chips. This reduces peak bank-level parallelism by a factor
of N , which reduces performance [46]. In addition to the N bank activations, accessing all
chips in parallel requires switching N row and column decoders and associated muxes on
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each access, increasing both the power as well as the number of points of possible failure.
Timing skew between different bits coming from different layers for the same request may
also make the die-stacked I/O design more challenging. Distributing data across layers
also limits flexibility in the design of the stacks. If, for example, data are spread across
four layers, then DRAM stack designs will likely be constrained to have a multiple of four
DRAMs per stack. In summary, a “DIMM-like” distribution of data across the layers of the
DRAM stack is problematic for many reasons.
2.4 DRAM Failure Modes
Conventional DRAM exhibits a variety of failure modes including single-bit faults, column
faults, row faults, bank faults, and full-chip faults [30, 80]. These faults can affect one or
more DRAM sub-arrays and either be permanent or transient. Recent field studies on DDR-
2 DRAM indicate that over 50% of DRAM faults can be large, multi-bit (row, column,
bank, etc.) faults, and that DRAM device failure rates can be between 10-100 Failures in
Time (FIT) per device, where 1 FIT is one failure per billion hours of operation [80].
Neutron beam testing also shows significant inter-device and inter-vendor variation in
failure modes and rates [61].
The internal organization of a die-stacked DRAM bank is similar to an external DRAM,
thus failure modes that occur in external DRAM devices are likely to occur in die-stacked
DRAM. Die-stacked DRAM may also experience other failure modes, such as broken
through-silicon vias (TSVs), and accelerated failure rates from causes such as negative-
bias temperature instability (NBTI) and electromigration due to elevated temperatures from
being in a stack. Some of these new failure modes (e.g., broken TSVs) will manifest as a
single failing bit per row, while others (e.g., electromigration) may cause multiple bits to
fail simultaneously.
The cost of an uncorrectable/unrepairable DRAM failure in a die-stacked context may
be significantly more expensive than for conventional DIMMs. In a conventional system, a
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failed DIMM may result in costly down time, but the hardware replacement cost is limited
to a single DIMM. For die-stacked memory, the failed memory cannot be easily removed
from the package as the package would be destroyed by opening it, and the process of
detaching the stacked memory would likely irreparably damage the processor as well.
Therefore, the entire package (including the expensive processor silicon) would have to
be replaced.
To summarize, die-stacked DRAM RAS must provide robust detection and correction
for all existing DRAM failure modes, should be robust enough to handle potential new
failure modes as well, and will likely need to endure higher failure rates due to the reduced
serviceability of 3D-integrated packaging.
2.5 Die-Stacked DRAM Caches
Caches store two types of information: tags and data. In conventional SRAM-based caches,
these are stored in two physically distinct structures (the tag and data arrays, respectively).
For a DRAM cache, one could consider an SRAM-based tag array, as shown in Figure 3(a),
but previous estimates have shown that such a structure would require tens of megabytes of
SRAM, and therefore this approach is not practical considering that current L3 cache sizes
are typically only around 8 MB [11, 12].
Instead, recent research has considered organizations where the tags and data are
directly co-located within the die-stacked DRAM, as shown in Figure 3(b) [15, 51]. While
this eliminates the unwieldy SRAM tag array, it introduces two more problems. First,
naively accessing the cache could double the DRAM cache latency: one access to read the
tags, followed by another access to read the data (on a hit). Second, for cache misses, the
cost of the DRAM cache tag access is added to the overall load-to-use latency.
Loh and Hill observed that the tags and data reside in the same DRAM row, and so the
actual latency of a cache hit can be less than two full accesses by exploiting row buffer
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Figure 3: DRAM cache organizations using (a) an SRAM tag array, (b) tags embedded in
the DRAM, and (c) tags in DRAM with a MissMap.
once, and then tag and data requests can be served directly out of the row buffer at a lower
latency compared to two back-to-back accesses to different rows. They also proposed a
hardware data structure called a MissMap that precisely tracks the contents of the DRAM
cache, as shown in Figure 3(c). Before accessing the DRAM cache, the MissMap is first
consulted to determine whether the requested cache block is even resident in the cache. If
the block is not in the cache (i.e., miss), the request can be sent directly to main memory
without incurring the tag-check cost of the DRAM cache. For a 512MB DRAM cache,
the MissMap needs to be about 2MB in size (which provides tracking of up to 640MB of
data), and a 1GB cache would need a 4MB MissMap. While Loh and Hill argue that part of
the L3 cache could be carved out to implement the MissMap, using the AMD OpteronTM
processor that consumes 1MB of its L3 to implement a “Probe Filter” as an example [11],
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it seems unlikely that designers would be willing to sacrifice half of their L3 to implement
the MissMap.1
2.6 Related Work
2.6.1 Related Work on Heterogeneous Memory Systems
NUMA Systems: Non-uniform memory architectures have been used in most large-
scale symmetric multiprocessors. In the CC-NUMA architecture, each processing node
maintains a cache to reduce traffic to remote nodes [45]. Cache-only memory architectures
(COMA) [24] use memory as a hardware-managed cache, like the ALLCACHE design in
the KSR1 system [20]. An S-COMA system allocates part of the local nodes main memory
to act as a large cache for remote pages [67]. Falsafi and Wood propose Reactive NUMA
(R-NUMA) that reacts to program behavior and enables each node to use the best of CC-
NUMA or S-COMA for a particular page [19]. The Sun WildFire prototype shows that an
R-NUMA-based design can significantly outperform a NUMA system [23]. Although the
heterogeneous memory system analyzed in Chapter V has properties similar to a NUMA
system (with variable memory latencies), our work differs from traditional NUMA research
since we treat both the fast and slow memory as local to a node.
DRAM Caches: Recent papers on heterogeneous memory systems have proposed the use
of fast stacked memory as a cache for the slow memory [36, 51]. However, the previous
designs had shortcomings when being deployed in commercial products due to hardware
overhead. In contrast, the proposed approach in Chapter III greatly reduces hardware
overhead and enables using gigabytes of die-stacked DRAM as a cache in a practical way.
In Chapter V, we present a Part-of-Memory (PoM) architecture. The key difference
between PoM and all previous work on DRAM caches (including the work in Chapter III)
is that PoM provides higher total memory capacity as compared to DRAM caches. The
1Assuming a 4MB MissMap to support a 1GB DRAM cache and a baseline L3 cache size of 8MB. If
such a system employed a Probe Filter as well, then only 3MB out of the original 8MB L3 would actually be
available as a cache.
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caching approach benefits from simple, fast allocation to fast memory (DRAM cache) but
suffers from wasted capacity due to data duplication. Enabling PoM to maximize memory
capacity requires quite different design approaches from previously described DRAM
cache architectures, including support for complex swapping operations (Section 5.3.3)
and memory permutation (Section 5.3.4 for fast-swap) that results when different memory
locations are swapped. The benefits of the additional memory capacity provided by PoM
extend beyond the performance benefits harvested through reduced disk swapping, directly
impacting one of the attributes consumers use when making a purchase decision.
Software-Managed Heterogeneous Memory: Prior work has explored managing hetero-
geneous memory systems using software, as opposed to our hardware-based proposal. Loh
et al. [52] studied the benefits and challenges of managing a die-stacked, heterogeneous
memory system under software control. The authors discussed that even OS-managed
heterogeneous memory systems require non-negligible hardware/software overheads for
page activity monitoring and migration. Ekman and Stenstrom [16] also discussed a two-
level main memory organization in the server systems under OS control. As we discuss in
Chapter V, all these techniques suffer from OS-related overheads and are less responsive to
program phase changes.
Hardware-Managed Heterogeneous Memory: Some recent papers have explored
hardware implementations for supporting page migrations in heterogeneous memories [15,
63]. The work that is most closely related to the work in Chapter V is the one from Dong et
al. [15]. Their hardware-only implementation maintains a translation table in the memory
controller, which keeps track of all the page remappings. To keep the table size small,
their implementation uses large 4MB pages, which incurs both high migration latencies
and increased bandwidth pressure on the slow memory. In comparison, our approach
supports small page sizes by keeping the remapping table in the fast memory and caching
the recent remapping table accesses in a small remapping cache. Ramos et al. [63] propose
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hardware support for OS-managed heterogeneous memories. In their work, the page table
keeps a master copy of all the address translations, and a small remapping table in the
memory controller is used to buffer only the recent remappings. Once the remapping table
becomes full, the buffered remappings need to be propagated to the page table, requiring
the OS to update the page table and flush all the TLBs. Thus, their approach requires
costly OS interventions, which our technique avoids by maintaining page remappings in a
dedicated hardware-managed remapping table in the fast memory. In Chapter V, we detail
how to practically combine and manage fast die-stacked and slow off-chip memory through
hardware.
2.6.2 Related Work on RAS Support
Chapter IV is the first work to target increased RAS capabilities in die-stacked DRAM
designs. However, several recent works target more power-efficient external DRAM
implementations, and bear some similarities to the techniques described in this work.
Single-subarray access (SSA) proposes fetching an entire cache line from a single DRAM
device, using a RAID scheme to support chipkill [83]. LOT-ECC and virtualized ECC
propose supporting chipkill with x8 DRAM devices by separating the error-detection and
error-correction steps and storing some ECC information in data memory [82, 89]. The
tiered coverage of memory-mapped ECC [88] and LOT-ECC share some similarities with
the work in Section 4.4, but the structures and implementations are quite different.
Mini-rank proposes storing ECC bits along with the associated data bits to efficiently
support RAS for their mini-rank design [92]. The embedded ECC complicates memory
address translation (this technique is proposed for main memory), but the approach taken
in our work does not affect the address translation as we store ECC information in the tag
storage and thus do not change the data block size. Abella et al. propose adding hard-wired
ROM entries to each row of an SRAM to provide a hard-wired row index when reading
out data to detect row-decoder errors [1], but such an approach does not extend easily to
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commodity DRAMs. All of these techniques would require significant modifications to
support die-stacked DRAM architectures.
The idea of replicating cache blocks has been studied before, although in a different
context. In-cache replication (ICR) improves the resiliency of level-one data (DL1)
caches [90]. ICR differs from our proposed Duplicate-on-Write (DOW) scheme
(Section 4.4.2) in which the structures, constraints, and performance implications of the
DL1 force a very different design from DOW; ICR makes use of dead-line predictors,
more complex indexing of duplicate copies (possibly with multiple locations), and in some
variants ICR duplicates both clean and dirty data.
There has also been a significant amount of recent research in using die-stacked DRAM
as large caches [5, 15, 36, 51, 62, 75], but none of these have addressed the problems
of providing robust error correction and detection capabilities for such large, in-package
storage arrays. Micron’s Hybrid Memory Cube provides ECC support for its 3D DRAM
stacks [60], but this requires custom DRAM chips, whereas the proposed approaches in
Chapter V are compatible with commodity non-ECC DRAM.
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CHAPTER III
AN EFFICIENT DIE-STACKED DRAM CACHE
As described in Section 2.5, while the MissMap provides a more practical approach than
using a massive SRAM tag array, its implementation is prohibitively costly to allow it to be
deployed in commercial products. Furthermore, the access latency of the MissMap is not
trivial (the original work used a latency of 24 cycles, which is added to all DRAM cache
hits and misses). In this chapter, we propose a practical DRAM cache organization while
eliminating the inefficiencies of the previous DRAM cache design.
3.1 The Problems
In this section, we identify inefficiencies with the previously proposed DRAM cache
organizations (Section 2.5). First, we explain why the MissMap is overly conservative,
which ultimately leads us to consider more speculative techniques with significantly lower
overheads (both in terms of hardware cost and latency). Second, we describe scenarios
where a conventional cache organization under-utilizes the available aggregate system
bandwidth, which motivates our proposal for a Self-Balancing Dispatch mechanism. Third,
we discuss how the presence of dirty/modified data in the DRAM cache can potentially
limit how aggressively we can speculate on or rebalance DRAM cache requests.
3.1.1 The Overkill of the MissMap
The MissMap precisely maintains a bit-vector that records which cache blocks are currently
resident in the DRAM cache. However, it is possible to allow the MissMap to have false
positives. That is, if the MissMap says that a block is present in the DRAM cache when
in fact it is not, then there is only a performance impact as the system needlessly pays for
the latency of the DRAM cache before going to main memory. However, if the MissMap
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reports that a line is not present when in fact it is (false negative), the request would be sent
to main memory and returned to the processor. If the DRAM cache contains this block in a
dirty state, then this can lead to incorrect program execution.
On a DRAM cache miss (whether the MissMap said so or not), the system sends the
request to main memory. When the response returns, the data are sent back to the L3 and the
processor, and the data are also installed into the DRAM cache.1 Prior to the installation of
a new cache block, a victim must be selected. Furthermore, if the victim has been modified,
then it must also be written back to main memory.
Note that when selecting a victim, the DRAM tags are checked. Therefore, if the system
issued a request to main memory even though a modified copy of the block is in the DRAM
cache, this can still be detected at the time of victim selection. Given this observation, the
constraint that the MissMap must not allow false negatives is overly conservative. False
negatives are tolerable so long as responses from memory are not sent back to the processor
before having verified that a dirty copy does not exist in the DRAM cache.
Based on these observations, we propose a DRAM cache organization that can
speculatively issue requests directly to main memory regardless of whether the decisions
are “correct” or not. Section 3.2 describes a predictor design that exploits spatial correlation
and the bursty nature of cache traffic to provide a light-weight yet highly accurate DRAM
cache hit-miss predictor.
3.1.2 Under-Utilization of Aggregate System Bandwidth
Die-stacked DRAM can potentially provide a substantial increase in memory bandwidth.
Previous studies have assumed improvements in latency of 2×, 3× and as much as 4×
compared to conventional off-chip DRAM [36, 51, 91]. At the same time, the clock speed
can be faster, bus widths wider, and independent channels more numerous [43, 51]. Even
with a rough estimate of half the latency, twice the channels, and double-width buses
1For this study, we assume that all misses are installed into the DRAM cache. Other policies are possible
(e.g., write-no-allocate, victim-caching organizations), but these are not considered here.
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Off-Chip DRAM 
(1 unit of B/W) 
Die-stacked DRAM Cache 
(8 units of B/W) 
100% Hit Rate à 8 units of B/W utilized 
0% Miss Rate à 
Off-chip B/W idle 
Total: 8 of 9 possible units of B/W used 
D T T T D T T T D 
Off-Chip DRAM 
(1 request/unit time) 
Die-stacked DRAM Cache 
(2 requests/unit time) 
100% Hit Rate à 2 requests/unit time 
0% Miss Rate à 
Off-chip B/W idle 
Total: 2 of 3 requests/unit time used 
1 request = 
3 tag + 1 data 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 4: Example scenario illustrating under-utilized off-chip memory bandwidth in the
presence of very high DRAM cache hit rates when considering (a) raw bandwidth in Gbps,
and (b) in terms of request service bandwidth.
(compared to conventional off-chip memory interfaces), the stacked DRAM would provide
an 8× improvement in bandwidth. In an “ideal” case of a DRAM cache with a 100% hit
rate, the memory system could provide an eight-fold increase in delivered bandwidth, as
shown in Figure 4(a). However, the off-chip memory is completely idle in this scenario,
and that represents 11% ( 1
1+8
) of the overall system bandwidth that is being wasted.
Figure 4(b) shows the same scenario again, but instead of raw bandwidth (in terms of
Gbps), we show the effective bandwidth in terms of requests serviced per unit time. Note
that a request to main memory only requires transferring a single 64B cache block, whereas
a request to a tags-in-DRAM cache requires transferring three tag blocks (64B each) and
finally the data block. Therefore, the sustainable effective bandwidth of the DRAM cache
is only twice that of the off-chip memory (8× the raw bandwidth, but 4× the bandwidth-
consumption per request). In this case, a 100%-hit rate DRAM cache would leave 33%
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of the overall effective bandwidth unused ( 1
1+2
). While the DRAM cache typically does
not provide a 100% hit rate, hits often come in bursts that can lead to substantial queuing
delays from bank and bus contention.
Apart from the available bandwidth, bank and bus conflicts at the DRAM cache can
lead to increased queuing delays, some of which could potentially be mitigated if some
of these requests could be diverted to the off-chip memory. In practice, other timing
constraints, resource conflicts, and specific access patterns and arrival rates would affect the
exact amount of bandwidth available for both the DRAM cache and the off-chip memory.
However, this simple example highlights that there will be times where the system will have
some idle resources, and we propose a Self-Balancing Dispatch technique to capitalize on
these resources.
3.1.3 Obstacles Imposed by Dirty Data
Dirty data in the DRAM cache can severely restrict the aggressiveness of speculatively
sending requests to main memory, as the copy in main memory is stale and its usage can
result in incorrect executions. Likewise, dirty data prevents the system from exploiting idle
main-memory bandwidth because accesses to dirty data must be sent to the DRAM cache
regardless of how busy the DRAM cache or how idle the off-chip memory is. This also
raises the question as to how the system can know ahead of time that a request targets a
dirty cache line without having first looked up in the cache to see if the line is present and
dirty. A key contribution of this work is a new way to operate the DRAM cache (which
could be applied to other types of caches) such that most of the cache will be clean, and
for the majority of the cache, we can guarantee its cleanliness without having to check
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Figure 5: Hit-Miss Predictor designs: (a) one-level HMPregion, (b) multi-granular HMPMG.
3.2 DRAM Cache Hit Speculation
The previously proposed MissMap provides precise tracking of DRAM cache contents,
but as a result, the size (2-4MB) and latency (tens of cycles) of the structure introduce
significant overheads. Section 3.1 explained how the DRAM cache can check for the
existence of a dirty block at the time of a cache fill, and how this allows the DRAM cache
to speculatively send requests to main memory so long as we ensure that the data are not
returned to the processor until it has been verified that a modified copy is not also in the
DRAM cache. This section presents the designs for lightweight and accurate region-based
predictors that exploit the bursty nature of cache hits and misses [49].
3.2.1 Region-Based Hit-Miss Prediction
Our region-based Hit-Miss Predictor (HMPregion) is structurally similar to a classic bimodal
branch predictor [78]. The predictor itself consists of a table of two-bit saturating counters.
For a DRAM cache with millions of cache blocks, it is not practical to directly index into the
HMPregion table with a hash of the raw physical address; the aliasing and interference would
render the predictor table nearly useless, or a gigantic table would be needed. Instead, we
break up the memory space into coarser-grained regions (e.g., 4KB), and index into the
HMPregion with a hash of the region’s base address as shown in Figure 5(a). This allows the


































































































































































#Accesses to the page 
Miss Phase Hit Phase 
Figure 6: Hit and miss phases for two example pages from leslie3d (when run as part of
the multi-programmed workload WL-6).
follow the same prediction. The operation of the HMPregion is otherwise analogous to the
bimodal predictor: DRAM cache hits increment the predictor, and misses decrement the
predictor (saturating at 3 or 0, respectively).
The coarse-grained predictor organization of HMPregion is actually a benefit rather than
a shortcoming. Accesses tend to exhibit significant spatial locality, especially at lower-level
caches such as a large DRAM cache. Figure 6(a) shows the number of cache blocks present
in the DRAM cache for one particular 4KB page of leslie3d (from the WL-6 workload)
with respect to the number of accesses to this page (our methodology is explained in
Section 3.5). Initially, nothing from this page is in the DRAM cache, but as the page is used,
more and more lines are installed. During this installation phase, most accesses result in
cache misses, and a simple 2-bit counter corresponding to this region would mostly predict
that these requests result in misses. After this “warm up” phase, the footprint from this
region is stable, and all subsequent accesses to this region result in hits. Again, a simple 2-
bit counter would quickly switch over to predicting “cache hit” for this region and achieve
high accuracy. When the application is finished with using this region, the contents will
gradually get evicted from the cache, as shown by the drop back down to zero. At some
future point, the page becomes hot again and the process repeats. Note that the figure’s
x-axis is based on accesses to the page. The time that elapses from the last access in the
hit phase until the first access in the miss phase could easily span many thousands or even
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millions of cycles, but this all gets compressed here.
Figure 6(b) shows another 4KB region taken from leslie3d (from the same workload
WL-6). This is just to illustrate that different regions and different applications may show
different types of patterns, but so long as there exist sustained intervals where the curve is
consistently increasing (mostly misses) or is consistently flat (mostly hits), then the simple
2-bit counter approach will be effective for making hit-miss predictions for the region.
The HMPregion approach is different from other previously proposed history-based hit-
miss predictors. Past work has considered hit-miss predictors for L1 caches based on
PC-indexed predictor organizations [87]; such an approach may not be as easy as to
implement for a DRAM cache because PC information is not typically passed down the
cache hierarchy, may not exist for some types of requests (e.g., those originating from a
hardware prefetcher), or may not be well defined (e.g., a dirty cache block being written
back to the DRAM cache that was modified by two or more store instructions may have
multiple PCs associated with it).
3.2.2 Multi-Granular Hit-Miss Predictor
The HMPregion predictor requires approximately one two-bit counter per region. For
example, assuming a system with 8GB of physical memory and a region size of 4KB,
the HMPregion would still need 221 two-bit counters for a total cost of 512KB of storage.
While this is already less than a 2-4MB MissMap, there is still room to further optimize.
We observed that even across large contiguous regions of memory spanning multiple
physical pages, the hit-miss patterns generally remained fairly stable; that is, sub-regions
often have the same hit-miss bias as other nearby sub-regions. While, in theory, different
nearby physical pages may have nothing to do with each other (e.g., they may be allocated
to completely independent applications), in practice memory allocation techniques such as
page-coloring [81] tend to increase the spatial correlation across nearby physical pages.
In our experiments, we found that memory would often contain large regions with mostly
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homogeneous hit/miss behavior, but smaller pockets within the larger regions would behave
differently.
We propose a Multi-Granular Hit-Miss Predictor (HMPMG) that is structurally inspired
by the TAGE branch predictor [70], but operates on the base addresses of different
memory regions (as opposed to branch addresses) and the different tables capture hit-miss
patterns corresponding to different region sizes (as opposed to branch history lengths).
Figure 5(b) shows the hardware organization of HMPMG. The first-level predictor is similar
to HMPregion, except that it makes predictions over very large 4MB regions. The second and
third-level tables consist of set-associative tagged-structures that make predictions on finer-
grained 256KB and 4KB region sizes, respectively. Each entry in the tagged tables consists
of a (partial) tag and a two-bit counter for prediction. Tag hits in the tagged HMPMG tables
will override predictions from larger-granularity predictor tables.
The overall structure of the HMPMG provides a more efficient and compact predictor
organization. A single two-bit counter in the first-level table covers a memory range of
4MB. In the single-level HMPregion predictor, this would require 1024 counters to cover the
same amount of memory.
3.2.3 Predictor Operation
The entries in the HMPMG’s base predictor are initially set to “weakly miss” or 1. To
make a hit/miss prediction for a request, the base and tagged components are all looked up
simultaneously. The base component makes a default prediction, while tagged components
provide an overriding prediction on a tag hit.
The HMPMG is updated when it has been determined whether there was a DRAM cache
hit or not. The 2-bit counter of the “provider” component is always updated.2 On a
misprediction, an entry from the “next” table is allocated (a victim is chosen based on
LRU). For example, if the prediction came from the first-level table, then a new entry will
2The “provider” is the terminology used for the TAGE predictor to indicate the table from which the final
prediction came from.
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be allocated in the second-level table. Mispredictions provided by the third table simply
result in the corresponding counter being updated without any other allocations. The newly
allocated entry’s 2-bit counter is initialized to the weak state corresponding to the actual
outcome (e.g., if there was a DRAM cache hit, then the counter is set to “weakly hit” or 2).
3.2.4 Implementation Cost
Table 1 shows the storage overhead of the HMPMG configuration used in this work.
Compared to a MissMap that requires 2-4MB of storage, the HMPMG only requires 624
bytes of total storage. A single predictor is shared among all cores. At this size, the entire
L3 cache can once again be used for caching (as opposed to implementing a MissMap).
Also importantly, the small size of the HMPMG allows it to be accessed in a single cycle
as it is smaller than even many branch predictors. Compared to the 24-cycle latency
assumed for the MissMap [51], this provides significant benefits both for performance and
implementability.
Table 1: Hardware cost of the Multi-Granular Hit-Miss Predictor.
Hardware Size
Base Predictor (4MB region) 1024 entries × 2-bit counter = 256B
2nd-level Table (256KB region) 32 sets × 4-way × (2-bit LRU + 9-bit tag + 2-bit counter) = 208B
3rd-level Table (4KB region) 16 sets × 4-way × (2-bit LRU + 16-bit tag + 2-bit counter) = 160B
Total 624B
3.3 Exploiting Unused Bandwidth
As described in Section 3.1, there are scenarios where a burst of DRAM cache hits (or
predicted hits for that matter) can induce significant DRAM cache bank contention while
the off-chip memory remains largely idle. In this section, we describe a Self-Balancing
Dispatch (SBD) mechanism that allows the system to dynamically choose whether (some)
requests should be serviced by the DRAM cache or by the off-chip memory.
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In an ideal case, every request could be routed to either the DRAM cache or to off-chip
memory. If both memories had the same latency per access, then the system could simply
look at the number of requests already enqueued for each and send the request to the one
with fewer requests. However, the different memories have different latencies, and so the
request should be routed to the source that has the lowest expected latency or queuing time.
The expected latency for each memory can be estimated by taking the number of requests
already “in line” and then multiplying by the average or typical access latency for a single
request at that memory. Overall, if one memory source is being under-utilized, then it will
tend to have a lower expected latency and the SBD mechanism will start directing requests
to this resource. In the steady-state, the bandwidth from both sources will be effectively
put to use.
Complications arise due to the fact that not every request can or should be freely routed
to whichever memory has the lowest expected latency. If a request is for a dirty block in
the DRAM cache, then routing the request to the off-chip memory is of no use (in fact, it
just wastes bandwidth) because the data must ultimately come from the DRAM cache. If
the HMP predicts that a request will miss in the DRAM cache, then there is likely little
benefit in routing it to the DRAM cache (even if it has a lower expected latency), because
if the prediction is correct, there will be a cache miss which in the end simply adds more
latency to the request’s overall service time.
The above constraints mean that SBD can only be gainfully employed for requests
that would have hit in the DRAM cache where the corresponding cache block is not dirty.
To determine whether a request will (likely) hit in the DRAM cache, we simply rely on
the HMP. While the HMP is not perfectly accurate, mispredictions simply result in lost
opportunities for SBD to make better use of the available bandwidth. To deal with dirty
data, we will first simply assume that the DRAM cache makes use of a write-through
policy to ensure that all blocks are always clean. Algorithm 1 below describes the basic
SBD algorithm assuming a write-through cache. In the next section, we will show how to
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remove the strict write-through requirement to avoid the unnecessary write traffic to main
memory.
Algorithm 1 Self-Balancing Dispatch
0) Self-balancing dispatch operates only on (predicted) hit requests.
1) NOff-Chip := Number of requests already waiting for the same bank in the off-chip
memory.
2) LOff-Chip := Typical latency of one off-chip memory request, excluding queuing delays.
3) EOff-Chip := NOff-Chip × LOff-Chip. (Total expected queuing delay if this request went
off-chip.)
4-6) NDRAM Cache, LDRAM Cache, EDRAM Cache are similarly defined, but for the die-stacked
DRAM cache.
7) If EOff-Chip < EDRAM Cache, then send the request to off-chip memory; else send to
DRAM cache.
Note in Algorithm 1, we do not count all of the requests that are waiting to access
off-chip memory, but we limit the count to those waiting on the same bank as the current
request that is under SBD consideration (similar for the number of requests to the target
off-chip DRAM cache bank). The above description uses the “typical” latency (e.g., for
main memory we assume the latency for a row activation, a read delay (tCAS), the data
transfer, and off-chip interconnect overheads; for the DRAM cache we assume a row
activation, a read delay, three tag transfers, another read delay, and then the final data
transfer). Other values could be used, such as dynamically monitoring the actual average
latency of requests, but we found that simple constant weights worked well enough. Note
also that these latency estimates only need to be close enough relative to each other; slight
differences in the estimated expected latency and the actual observed latency do not matter
if they do not lead to different SBD outcomes (i.e., an error of a few cycles will in most
cases not cause the SBD mechanism to change its decision).
3.4 Maintaining a Mostly-Clean Cache
When a request is for a cached dirty block, the SBD mechanism has no choice but to send
the request to the DRAM cache (it is possible that the HMP mispredicted it as a miss,






































































































Figure 7: Number of writes for each page with write-through and write-back policy. The
x-axis is sorted by top most-written-to pages.
anyway). If the system could guarantee that a requested block is not cached and dirty, then
SBD could more freely make bandwidth-balancing decisions with its effectiveness only
constrained by the accuracy of the HMP.
3.4.1 Write-Through vs. Write-Back
We earlier discussed how employing a write-through policy for the DRAM cache can in fact
ensure that all requests that hit in the cache are not for dirty blocks, but applying a write-
through policy wholesale to the entire DRAM cache can result in significant increases in
write-through traffic to main memory. Figure 7(a) shows the top most-written-to pages in
the DRAM cache for the SPEC2006 benchmark soplex. The upper curve (dotted) shows the
write traffic for a write-through policy, and the lower curve (solid) shows the write traffic
for a write-back policy. The large differences between the curves indicate that the write-
back policy achieves significant write-combining, and therefore employing a write-through
policy could significantly increase write traffic to main memory. There are other scenarios,
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such as that shown in 7(b), where, even in a write-back cache, dirty lines are usually only
written to once before they are subsequently evicted. However, on average across all of our
workloads, we observed that a write-through DRAM cache results in ∼3.7× greater write
traffic to main memory than a write-back policy (although the amount varies significantly
based on the exact workloads).
Another important statistic is that, on average for our experiments, only about 5% of
an application’s pages ever get written to. This indicates that in typical scenarios, the vast
majority of the DRAM cache’s blocks are in fact clean. A write-through cache ensures
cleanliness, but costs significantly more main-memory write traffic. A write-back cache
minimizes off-chip write traffic, but then cannot provide any guarantees of cleanliness
despite the fact that most blocks will in fact be clean.
3.4.2 The Dirty Region Tracker
We propose a hybrid write-policy for the DRAM cache where, by default, pages employ a
write-through policy (to handle the common case of clean pages), but a limited subset of the
most write-intensive pages are operated in write-back mode to keep the main-memory write
traffic under control. To support this hybrid policy, we introduce the Dirty Region Tracker
(DiRT). The DiRT consists of two primary components as shown in Figure 8. The first
structure is a counting Bloom filter (CBF) that is used to approximately track the number
of writes to different pages. On each write, the page address is hashed differently for each
of the CBF tables, and the corresponding counters are incremented. We use three CBFs
with different hash functions, which increases the efficacy of identifying the most write-
intensive pages due to the reduction in aliasing. When a page’s counters in all three CBFs
exceed a threshold, then it is determined to be a write-intensive page (and each indexed
CBF counter is reduced by half).
At this point, we introduce the second structure that is a Dirty List of all pages that
are currently operated with a write-back policy. The Dirty List is a set-associative tagged
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Figure 8: Dirty Region Tracker (DiRT).
structure where each entry consists of a tag to store a physical page number and 1 bit of
storage to implement a not-recently-used (NRU) replacement policy. A page not currently
in the Dirty List, but whose counters have exceeded the threshold, gets inserted into the
Dirty List (and the NRU entry from the Dirty List is evicted). Note that when a page is
evicted from the Dirty List, its write policy is switched back to write-through; at this point,
the system must ensure that any remaining dirty blocks from this page are written back to
main memory. At first blush, this may seem like a high overhead, but a 4KB page only
contains 64 cache blocks. Current die-stacked DRAMs already support 32 banks (e.g., 4
channels at 8 banks each [43]), and so the latency overhead is only two activations per
bank (and the activations across banks can be parallelized) plus the time to stream out the
data back to main memory. Note that all of these cache blocks will have very high spatial
locality because they are all from the same page, so practically all of the writeback traffic
will experience row buffer hits in main memory. Also, any clean blocks of course need not
be written back. The detailed algorithm for DiRT management is listed in Algorithm 2.
3.4.3 Putting the DiRT to Work
3.4.3.1 Streamlining HMP
The DiRT works synergistically with Hit-Miss Prediction. In parallel with the HMP lookup,
a request can also check the DiRT to see if it accesses a guaranteed clean page. If the page
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Algorithm 2 DiRT Management
1) Check Dirty List for the written-to page; if it’s there, update NRU replacement meta-
data.
2) If not, increment each indexed counter in all three CBFs.
3) If all indexed counters are greater than threshold:
a) Evict the NRU entry from the Dirty List;
writeback any associated dirty blocks.
b) Allocate the new page to the Dirty List.
c) Reduce each indexed CBF counter by half.
is clean (i.e., not currently in the Dirty List), then requests that are predicted misses can be
issued directly to main memory. When the value is returned, this data can be forwarded
directly back to the processor without having to verify whether there was actually a dirty
copy of the block in the DRAM cache because the DiRT has already guaranteed the block
to be clean. Without the DiRT, all returned predicted-miss requests must stall at the DRAM
cache controller until the fill-time speculation has been verified. During times of high bank
contention, this prediction-verification latency can be quite substantial.
3.4.3.2 Streamlining SBD
When combining the DiRT with the SBD mechanism, the DiRT can guarantee that accesses
to certain (most) pages will be clean, and so SBD can freely choose the best memory source
to route the request to. When the HMP predicts a hit, the system first consults the DiRT’s
Dirty List. If the requested page is found in the Dirty List, then we do not know if the
requested block is dirty or not (e.g., it could be one of the few clean blocks in a mostly-
dirty page). In this case, SBD always routes the request to the DRAM cache. However,
if the requested page is not in the Dirty List, then the page (and therefore the requested
block) is guaranteed to be clean, and therefore SBD can do as it wishes. Note that clean
pages are the overwhelming common case (expect for a few benchmarks), and so using the
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Figure 9: Decision flow chart for memory requests.
3.4.4 Putting It All Together
Figure 9 shows the decision flow chart for memory requests with all of the proposed
mechanisms. One should note that Hit-Miss Prediction, SBD, and the DiRT can all be
accessed in parallel (SBD can speculatively make a decision assuming an access to a clean,
predicted-hit block). Furthermore, HMP and DiRT lookups could even be initiated early
before the L2 hit/miss status is known as these components only require the requested
physical address.
3.4.5 DiRT Implementation Cost
The DiRT is a slightly larger structure compared to the simple hit-miss predictors, but the
overall hardware cost is still quite manageable (6.5KB, just 0.16% of our L2 data array
size). Each of the three CBF tables has 1024 entries, and each entry consists of a five-bit
saturating counter. We use a threshold of 16 writes to consider a page as write-intensive.
For Dirty List, we use a 4-way set associative structure with 256 sets, so it supports up to
1024 pages operating in write-back mode at a time. Each entry of the Dirty List consists
of 1-bit reference information for NRU replacement policy and a tag for the page. Other
approximations (e.g., pseudo-LRU, SRRIP [33]) or even true LRU (this only requires 2-bit
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for a 4-way set associative structure) could also be used for the replacement policy, but a
simple NRU policy worked well enough for our evaluations. In Section 3.6.5.4, we provide
additional results while comparing our implementation with different DiRT organizations
and management policies. For these estimates, we also conservatively assumed a 48-bit
physical address (12 bits used for 4KB page offset), which increases our tag size. The total
overheads are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Hardware cost of the Dirty-Region Tracker.
Hardware Size
Counting Bloom Filters 3 × 1024 entries × 5-bit counter = 1920B
Dirty List 256 sets × 4-way × (1-bit NRU + 36-bit tag) = 4736B
Total 6656B = 6.5KB
3.5 Experimental Methodology
Simulation Infrastructure: We use MacSim [42], a cycle-level x86 simulator, for
performance evaluations. We model a quad-core processor with two-level SRAM caches
(private L1 and shared L2) and an L3 DRAM cache. The stacked DRAM is expected to
support more channels, banks, and wider buses per channel [43]. In this study, the DRAM
cache has four channels with 128-bit buses, and each channel has eight banks, while the
conventional off-chip DRAM has 2 channels, each with 8 banks and a 64-bit bus. Also,
key DDR3 timing parameters with bank conflicts and data bus contention are modeled in
our DRAM timing module. Table 3 shows the system configurations used in this study.
Workloads: We use the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and sample 200M instructions using
SimPoint [71]. Then we categorize the applications into two different groups based on the
misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) in the L2 cache. We restrict the study to workloads with
high memory traffic; applications with low memory demands have very little performance
sensitivity to memory-system optimizations and therefore expose very little insight (we did
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Table 3: System parameters used in this study.
CPU
Core 4 cores, 3.2GHz out-of-order, 4 issue width, 256 ROB
L1 cache 4-way, 32KB I-Cache + 32KB D-Cache (2-cycle)
L2 cache 16-way, shared 4MB (4 tiles, 24-cycle)
Stacked DRAM cache
Cache size 128MB
Bus frequency 1.0GHz (DDR 2.0GHz), 128 bits per channel




Bus frequency 800MHz (DDR 1.6GHz), 64 bits per channel
Channels/Ranks/Banks 2/1/8, 16KB row buffer
tCAS-tRCD-tRP 11-11-11
tRAS-tRC 28-39
verify that our techniques do not negatively impact these benchmarks). Out of the memory-
intensive benchmarks, those with average MPKI rates greater than 25 are in Group H (for
High intensity), and of the remaining, those with 15 MPKI or more are in Group M (for
Medium). Table 4 shows MPKI values of the benchmarks and their group.
Table 4: L2 misses per kilo instructions (L2 MPKI).
Group M MPKI Group H MPKI
GemsFDTD 19.11 leslie3d 25.85
astar 19.85 libquantum 29.30
soplex 20.12 milc 33.17
wrf 20.29 lbm 36.22
bwaves 23.41 mcf 53.37
We select benchmarks to form rate-mode (all cores running separate instances of the
same application) and multi-programmed workloads. Table 5 shows the primary workloads
evaluated for this study. Section 3.6.1 also includes additional results covering a much
larger number of workloads.
For each workload, we simulate 500 million cycles of execution. We verified that the
DRAM cache is sufficiently warmed up: the DRAM cache access statistics at the end of
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Table 5: Multi-programmed workloads.
Mix Workloads Group
WL-1 4 × mcf 4×H
WL-2 4 × lbm 4×H




WL-7 mcf-milc-wrf-soplex 2×H + 2×M
WL-8 milc-leslie3d-GemsFDTD-astar 2×H + 2×M
WL-9 libquantum-bwaves-wrf-astar 1×H + 3×M
WL-10 bwaves-wrf-soplex-GemsFDTD 4×M
the simulation show that the number of valid cache lines is equal to the total capacity of the
cache, and the total number of evictions is 5-6× greater than the total cache capacity.
Performance Metric: We report performance using weighted speedup [18, 79], which is







The geometric mean is also used to report average values.
3.6 Results and Analysis
3.6.1 Performance
Figure 10 shows the performance of the proposed hit-miss predictor (HMP), self-balancing
dispatch (SBD), and dirty region tracker (DiRT) mechanisms for multi-programmed
workloads. For comparison, we use a baseline where the DRAM cache is not employed.
We also compare our mechanisms with the previously proposed MissMap structure
(denoted as MM in the figure). We model a MissMap with zero storage overhead; i.e.,
no L2 cache capacity is sacrificed for the MissMap, but the L2 latency is still incurred for
the lookup.
We first evaluate the impact of hit-miss prediction (HMP) without DiRT. In this usage
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Figure 10: Performance normalized to no DRAM cache for MissMap (MM), and
combinations of HMP, SBD, and DiRT.
verified as safe (i.e., no dirty data in the DRAM cache). As a result, for most benchmarks,
HMP without DiRT performs worse than MissMap. This is not necessarily a negative result
when one considers that the HMP approach sacrifices the multi-megabyte MissMap for a
much smaller sub-kilobyte predictor. Achieving even close to similar performance while
removing such a large hardware overhead is still a desirable result. However, with DiRT
support, HMP+DiRT performs even better than MissMap due to the elimination of fill-
time prediction verifications for clean blocks (which are the common case). At this point,
the performance benefit over MissMap is primarily due to the replacement of the 24-cycle
MissMap latency with a 1-cycle HMP lookup.
Next, we apply the SBD mechanism on top of HMP+DiRT. As shown in the results,
SBD further improves performance (often significant, depending on the workload).
Compared to HMP+DiRT, SBD provides an additional 8.3% performance benefit on
average. In summary, the proposed mechanisms (HMP+DiRT+SBD) provide a 20.3%
performance improvement over the baseline. Also, compared to MissMap, they deliver an
additional 15.4% performance over the baseline. On a last remark, one should note that the
evaluated MissMap does not sacrifice the L2 cache (i.e., ideal), so our mechanisms would
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Figure 11: Prediction accuracy of HMP and its comparison with other types of predictors.
3.6.2 HMP: Prediction Accuracy
Figure 11 shows the prediction accuracy of the proposed predictor with comparison to
some other types of predictors. static indicates the best of either static-hit or static-miss
predictors, so the value is always great than 0.5. A reasonable predictor at least should be
better than static. globalpht is the implementation of only one 2-bit counter for all
memory requests, where it is incremented/decremented on a hit/miss. gshare is a gshare-
like cache predictor (i.e., using the XOR of a requested 64B block address with a global
history of recent hit/miss outcomes to index into a pattern history table).
First, the results show that our predictor provides more than 95% prediction accuracy
on the evaluated workloads (average of 97%), which implies that the spatial locality-
based hit/miss prediction is highly effective. Next, compared to static, we can see
that the other predictors actually do not improve prediction accuracy much. For WL-
1, all of the predictors perform well because the workload has a high hit rate and is
simply easy to predict. But, if the hit ratio is around 50% as in other workloads, the
other predictors perform poorly. For globalpht, one core may be consistently hitting
while the other is consistently missing, and as a result the simple counter could ping-
pong back and forth generating mispredictions. For gshare, the hit/miss history register
provides poor information, and its inclusion often introduces more noise than useful
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Figure 12: Issue direction breakdown. PH indicates predicted hit requests.
other predictors that use the individual 64B request address and/or history information of
the actual outcomes.
3.6.3 SBD: Percentage of Balanced Hit Requests
Figure 12 shows the distribution of SBD’s issue decisions (i.e., DRAM or DRAM cache).
The black bar (PH: To DRAM$) represents the percentage of requests that are predicted
hits and are actually issued to the DRAM cache, while the white bar (PH: To DRAM)
represents the predicted-hit requests that were diverted to off-chip memory. Note that SBD
does not work on the predicted-miss requests; thus, the requests in the (Predicted Miss)
portion are always issued to off-chip memory.
At first thought, one might think that SBD does not operate on the benchmarks whose
hit ratios are low (e.g., below 50%) because the amount of traffic to off-chip DRAM would
be greater than that to the DRAM cache. Due to the bursty nature of memory requests,
however, the instantaneous hit ratio and/or bandwidth requirements vary from the average
values; thus, the balancing mechanism provided by SBD can still be beneficial even for the
low hit-ratio workloads. In fact, as shown in the results, SBD was able to redistribute some








































Figure 14: Write-back traffic to off-chip DRAM between write-through, write-back, and
DiRT (WL-1 does not generate WB traffic), all normalized to the write-through case.
3.6.4 DiRT: Benefit and Traffic
Figure 13 shows the percentage distribution of write-through mode (CLEAN) and write-
back mode (DiRT) memory requests. The “CLEAN” portion indicates the number of
requests that are not found in the DiRT; thus, they are free to be predicted or self-balanced.
The results show that DiRT allows a significant amount of memory requests to be handled
without fear of returning a stale value. Note that without DiRT, every request that is a
predicted miss (or a predicted hit but diverted to DRAM) needs to wait until it has been
verified that the DRAM cache does not contain a dirty copy.
Figure 14 illustrates the amount of write-back traffic to off-chip DRAM for write-
through, write-back, and the DiRT-enabled hybrid policy, all normalized to the write-




























Figure 15: Average performance of MissMap and our proposed mechanisms over no
DRAM cache baseline with +/-1 std. deviation for 210 workloads.
write-combining and thereby greatly reduces the amount of write traffic to main memory
as compared to a write-through policy. DiRT is not perfect and it does increase write traffic
slightly compared to a true write-back policy, but the total write traffic from a DiRT-enabled
DRAM cache is much closer to that of the write-back case than it is to write-through. The
relatively small increase in write traffic due to the DiRT is more than compensated by the
streamlined HMP speculation and increased opportunities for SBD.
3.6.5 Sensitivity Results
3.6.5.1 Sensitivity to Different Workloads
To ensure that our mechanisms work for a broader set of scenarios beyond the ten primary
workloads used thus far, we simulated all 210 combinations (10C4) of the ten Group H
and Group M benchmarks. Figure 15 shows the performance results averaged over all
of the 210 workloads, along with error-bars to mark one standard deviation. As shown
in the figure, our mechanisms combine to deliver strong performance over the previously
proposed MissMap-based DRAM cache approach.
3.6.5.2 Sensitivity to DRAM Cache Sizes
Figure 16 shows the performance of the proposed mechanisms with different sizes
of DRAM caches. The results show that the benefit of MissMap, HMP+DiRT, and




























































Figure 17: Performance sensitivity to different ratios of DRAM cache bandwidth to off-
chip memory.
still performs best. In addition, the benefit of SBD increases as the DRAM cache size
increases because the higher hit rate provides more opportunities for SBD to dispatch
requests to main memory.
3.6.5.3 Sensitivity to DRAM Cache Bandwidth
In our evaluation, the ratio of peak DRAM cache bandwidth to main memory is 5:1 (2GHz
vs. 1.6GHz, 4 channels vs. 2 channels, and 128-bit bus per channel vs. 64-bit bus per
channel). While we believe that this is reasonable for plausible near-term systems,3 it
is also interesting to see how the effectiveness of HMP and SBD scales under different
bandwidth assumptions. Figure 17 shows the performance sensitivity when we increase
3For example, current x86 processors tend to have two DDR3 memory channels (some have three or
four, which would provide even more opportunities for SBD). The JEDEC Wide-IO standard provides four
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Figure 18: Performance sensitivity to different DiRT structures and management policies.
the DRAM cache frequency from 2.0GHz (what was used so far in this work) up to
3.2GHz. First, as shown in the results, the benefit of HMP does not decrease if future
die-stacked DRAMs provide more bandwidth (relative to off-chip). As the DRAM-cache
frequency increases, the cost of the 24-cycle MissMap increases relative to the DRAM-
cache latency, and therefore HMP provides a small but increasing relative performance
benefit as well. On the other hand, increasing the DRAM cache frequency reduces
the relative additional bandwidth provided by the off-chip DRAM, thereby potentially
decreasing the effectiveness of SBD. In our experiments, we do observe that the relative
benefit of SBD over HMP reduces as the DRAM cache bandwidth increases, but overall,
SBD still provides non-negligible benefits even with higher-frequency DRAM caches.
Note that the die-stacked DRAM bandwidth may not grow too rapidly (such as 32:1), as
adding more TSVs requires die area on the memory chips (which directly impacts cost),
and increasing bandwidth via higher-frequency interfaces has power implications.
3.6.5.4 Sensitivity to DiRT Structures
Figure 18 shows the performance results as we vary the number of Dirty List entries (first
four bars), assuming a fully-associative structure with LRU replacement. Note that such
a structure would be difficult to implement for these sizes (e.g., true LRU on 1K entries).
Overall, there is very little performance degradation even when reducing the size of the
DiRT to only 128 entries, but we still chose to employ a 1K-entry table to reduce the
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performance variance across workloads.
The right side of Figure 18 also shows the results for 4-way set-associative
implementations, each with 1K entries. The right-most bar (1K entry, 4-way, NRU) is
the configuration used thus far in this work and has the lowest implementation complexity
and cost. Overall, the results show that even with our simplified DiRT organization, we lose
very little performance compared to an impractical fully-associative, true-LRU solution.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that there exist inefficiencies in the prior DRAM cache
solution. In particular, the assumption that precise cache-content tracking was needed led
to a MissMap structure that was over-designed for the DRAM cache. By taking advantage
of the simple observation that on a miss, tag reads for victim selection need to occur
anyway, false-negative mispredictions can be verified to prevent returning stale data from
main memory back to the processors. The ability to freely speculate enables our DRAM
cache organization that avoids the hardware overheads of the MissMap.
We also observed that while the die-stacked DRAM may provide significant bandwidth,
the off-chip memory bandwidth is still a valuable resource that should not be disregarded.
Our Self-Balancing Dispatch approach allows our DRAM cache design to make better use
of the system’s aggregate bandwidth. For both the HMP and SBD approaches, we found
that life is significantly easier when we do not need to worry about dirty data. Completely
abolishing dirty data from the DRAM cache with a write-through policy causes write traffic
to increase tremendously. However, by bounding (and tracking) a limited number of pages
in write-back mode, we could greatly amplify the effectiveness of both HMP and SBD
techniques. Overall, we proposed a significantly streamlined DRAM cache organization
that improves performance over the prior DRAM cache design. More importantly, this
work addresses the scalability concerns of the die-stacked DRAM caches and thus makes
a step forward towards a practical design for gigabytes of stacked DRAM caches.
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CHAPTER IV
A RESILIENT DIE-STACKED DRAM CACHE
Traditionally, RAS for memory has been provided by using error-correcting code (ECC)-
enabled DIMMs, where each rank’s memory chips are augmented with one or more
additional chips to store the ECC/parity information needed to protect the data. Such
ECC DIMMs can provide basic single-error correction/double-error detection (SECDED)
capabilities, or more complex ECCs (e.g., Reed-Solomon codes [65]) can provide chipkill
protection that allows an entire memory chip to fail without compromising any data [13].
For die-stacked DRAM, it may not be practical to add extra chips to provide the
additional capacity for storing ECC information. For example, if a DRAM stack has only
four chips to begin with, it may not be physically practical to add another “half” chip to
provide the extra storage (assuming +12.5% for SECDED). There are other complications
with trying to extend a conventional ECC organization to stacked DRAM such as
storage/power efficiency and economic feasibility, which we will cover in Section 4.1. In
this chapter, we discuss how to provide resilience support for die-stacked DRAM caches in
a cost-effective way.
4.1 Applying Conventional ECC to Stacked DRAM
Conventional external DRAM handles the ECC overhead by increasing overall storage
capacity by 12.5%. There are two straightforward approaches for this in die-stacked
memories. The first is to add additional chips to the stack to provide the capacity, just
like what is done with DIMMs. For instance, in a chip stack with eight layers of memory,
adding a ninth would provide the additional capacity. In stacked DRAM, however, when the
additional chip is used to store ECC information (as in the conventional SECDED ECC),
extra contention occurs on the ECC chip as the stacked DRAM does not require sourcing
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data bits from multiple chips unlike conventional DIMMs (Section 2.3); this makes an ECC
check a significant bottleneck under heavy memory traffic, thereby increasing the load-to-
use latency of memory requests.
Note that when the nine-chip stack is used as DIMM-like organizations where accesses
are distributed across all of the layers, this approach suffers from all of the described
shortcomings (e.g., performance/power issues). In addition, if the number of chips in the
stack is not equal to eight (or some integral multiple thereof), then adding another chip is
not cost effective. For example, in a four-layer stack, adding a fifth layer provides +25%
capacity, which may be an overkill when, for example, SECDED only requires +12.5%.
The second straightforward approach is to increase the storage capacity of each
individual chip by 12.5%. The width of each row could be increased from, for example,
2KB to 2.25KB, and the data bus width increased correspondingly (e.g., from 128 bits
to 144 bits). There are no significant technical problems with this approach, but instead
the problem is an economic one. A key to conventional ECC DIMMs is that the same
silicon design can be deployed for both ECC and non-ECC DIMMs. Forcing memory
vendors to support two distinct silicon designs (one ECC, one non-ECC) greatly increases
their engineering efforts and costs, complicates their inventory management, and therefore
makes this approach financially undesirable.
4.2 Objective and Requirements
The primary objective of this chapter is to provide a high level of reliability for die-stacked
DRAM caches in a practical and cost-effective manner. From a performance perspective,
memory requests usually require data only from a single chip/channel (i.e., bits are not
spread across multiple layers of the stack). From a cost perspective, regular-width (non-
ECC) DRAM chips must be used. From a reliability perspective, we must account for
single-bit faults as well as large multi-bit (row, column, and bank) faults.
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we detail how to provide RAS support for die-stacked DRAM
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cache architectures while satisfying the above constraints. Furthermore, the proposed
approach can provide varying levels of protection, from fine-grain single-bit upsets (SEC
coverage), to coarser-grained faults (failure of entire rows or banks), and the protection
level can be optionally adjusted at runtime by the system software or hardware.
4.3 Isolated Fault Types in DRAM Caches
In this section, we describe an approach to supporting single-bit error correction and
multi-bit error detection for a DRAM cache to significantly diminish the probability of
silent data corruptions (SDC). Correction of coarser-grained failures (e.g., row, bank or
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Figure 19: A DRAM bank with 2KB row size. When used as a cache, the row can be
organized (top) as a 29-way set-associative set, or (bottom) as 28 individual direct-mapped
sets.
4.3.1 Supporting Single-Bit Error Correction
In DRAM cache organizations, tags and data are placed together in the same row to take
advantage of row buffer hits so that it is relatively easy to reallocate storage between
different organizations. For example, Figure 19 provides one example in which the same
physical 2KB row buffer can be re-organized to provide either a set-associative or a direct-
mapped cache. This only requires the change of the control logic that accesses the cache;
the DRAM itself is oblivious to the specific cache organization.
This same observation that data and tags are “fungible” leads us to a simple way to
provide error correction for a DRAM cache. Figure 20(a) shows the components of a basic
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Figure 20: (a) Contents of one tag entry and one 64B data block, along with SECDED
ECC codes for each, respectively. (b) Contents of a 2KB DRAM row, with eight tag entries
packed into a 64B block and the corresponding eight data blocks following. (c) Timing
diagram for reading a 64B cache block.
tag entry and a 64B cache block. This example tag entry consists of a 28-bit tag, a 4-bit
coherence state, and an 8-bit sharer vector (used to track inclusion in eight cores)1; this
example does not include replacement information because we assume a direct-mapped
cache. We provide one SECDED ECC code to cover each tag entry, and then a separate
SECDED ECC code to cover the corresponding 64B data block. In general, a block of n
bits requires a SEC code that is about dlog2 ne bits wide to support single-bit correction,
and then a parity bit to provide double-bit error detection [26]. The tag entry consists of 40
bits in total, thereby requiring a 7-bit SECDED code; the 512 data bits use an 11-bit code.
Placement of tags and data in a single 2KB row requires a little bit of organization to
keep blocks aligned. We pack the original tag entry, the ECC code for the tag entry, and the
ECC code for the data block into a single combined tag entry. These elements are indicated
by the dashed outline in Figure 20(a), which collectively add up to 58 bits. We store eight
of these tag entries in a 64B block, shown by the tag blocks (‘T’) in Figure 20(b). Following
1The actual sizes of each field will of course depend on the exact cache size, associativity, coherence protocol, etc.
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each tag block are the eight corresponding data blocks. Overall, a single 2KB row can store
28 64B blocks plus the tags.
Inclusion of ECC codes requires slightly different timing for DRAM cache accesses.
Figure 20(c) shows the timing/command sequence to read a 64B block of data from the
cache. After the initial row activation, back-to-back read commands are sent to read both
the tags and then data [62]. We assume a DRAM interface that can support 32B or 64B
reads.2 The ECC check of the tag entry occurs first to correct any single-bit errors; the
corrected tag is then checked for a tag hit. The 64B data block is read in parallel with
the tag operations (speculatively assuming a hit), and the data’s ECC check is pipelined out
over the two 32B chunks. At the end of the ECC check (assuming a cache hit and no errors),
the data can be returned to the processor. If the tag must be updated (e.g., transitioning to
a new coherence state), the tag entry and the corresponding ECC needs to be updated and
then written back to the cache (marked with asterisks in the figure).
The case for a write is actually slightly simpler because the ECC for the data can
be pre-computed based on the data value in hand. The updated tag cannot necessarily
be precomputed depending on the meta-data stored in the tag. For example, the current
coherence state is not known without first reading out the tag entry, therefore the tag will
have to be read, the new tag contents updated, and then the new ECC code bits computed
based on these new tag contents.
4.3.2 Supporting Multi-Bit Error Detection
In certain mission-critical environments, correction of errors is critical to maintain system
uptime. However, many such environments also require robust detection of errors (even
without hardware correction). It is bad to have a system crash after months of simulation
time, but it is even worse for that system to suffer an undetected error and silently produce
2Current DDR3 supports both sizes, but it does not support switching between them on a per-request basis. We assume that with
die-stacked DRAMs, the TSVs provide enough command bandwidth that adding a one-bit signal to choose between single-cycle (32B)
or two-cycle (64B) bursts is not an issue.
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erroneous results. Therefore, we are likely to want more robust detection than provided by
the SECDED ECC scheme in Section 4.3.1.
For such mission-critical systems, we replace the DED parity bit in each ECC with a
very-strong cyclic redundancy check (CRC). While CRCs are traditionally used for bursts
of errors in data communications, they can detect much broader classes of errors beyond
those that occur in bursts. For example, a 16-bit CRC is capable of detecting all errors
of up to 5 bits in 46-bit data (40bit tags+6bit SEC), and all errors of up to 3 bits in 265-
bit data (256bit data+9bit SEC), regardless of whether these errors are clustered (i.e., in a
burst) or not. Furthermore, these CRCs can detect all burst errors up to 16 bits in length,
all errors with an odd number of erroneous bits, and most errors with an even number of
erroneous bits [44]. While these CRCs do not increase the DRAM cache’s error-correction
capabilities, they greatly increase its error-detection capability, thereby drastically reducing
SDC rates.
Figure 21(a) shows the layout of the tag blocks. Here, we only use SEC codes (not
SECDED); the CRCs provide multi-bit error detection and so the parity bit for double-
error detection is not needed. We divide the 64B data into two 32B protection regions,
each covered by its own SEC and CRC codes. This allows up to two errors to be corrected
if each error occurs in a separate 32B region.
The storage requirement for the original tag plus the SEC and CRC codes is 112 bits.
Therefore, tag information for four cache blocks can be placed in a 64B block. The overall
layout for a 2KB DRAM row is shown in Figure 21(b), with a 64B tag block containing four
tags (including SEC/CRC), followed by the four respective data blocks, and then repeated.
The increased overhead reduces the total number of data blocks per 2KB row to 25.
The hardware complexity of a CRC is exactly equivalent to that of an equivalent-size
ECC. Both CRCs and ECCs are expressed as an H-matrix, and require a logic tree of XOR
operations for encode and decode. We assume four DRAM cache cycles to complete the
CRC operation on data, which is conservative when considering the logic depth (about 8
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Figure 21: (a) Contents of one tag entry and one 64B data block (treated as two 32B
chunks for protection purposes), along with SEC ECC and CRC codes. (b) Contents of
a 2KB DRAM row, with four tag entries (tag+SEC+CRC) packed into a 64B block and
the corresponding four data blocks following. (c) Timing diagram for reading a 64B cache
block.
XORs deep), additional cycles for wire delay, and so on. For the CRC operation on tags,
we use two DRAM cache cycles, which is also conservative.
Figure 21(c) shows the timing for reads, which is very similar to the SECDED-only
case from Figure 20, apart from a few minor differences. First, the tag block now contains
both ECC and CRC information, so when the tag block must be updated, the final tag
writeback is delayed by two extra cycles for the additional latency to compute the new
CRC. Second, both the tag and data SEC ECC checks are followed by the corresponding
CRC checks. We can return data to the CPU as soon as the ECC check finishes; that is,
data can be sent back before the CRC check completes (or even starts). Even if a multi-bit
error were detected, there is nothing the hardware can do directly to correct the situation.
We assume the hardware simply raises an exception and relies on higher-level software
resiliency support (e.g., checkpoint restore) to handle recovery.
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4.3.3 Discussions
Storage Overhead: We use a direct-mapped design in which a single DRAM row contains
28 data blocks. The baseline has enough left-over tag bits to fit the ECC codes; so,
SECDED-only can be supported without sacrificing further capacity efficiency compared
to the non-ECC case. For SEC+CRC, the effective capacity has been reduced from 28 to
25 ways, or an overhead of 3/28 = 10.7%. Compare this to conventional ECC DIMMs in
which eight out of nine (or 16 of 18) DRAM chips are used for data, and therefore the
corresponding ECC overhead is 1/9 = 11.0%; i.e., the storage overhead of our SEC+CRC
approach for DRAM caches is comparable to the effective overhead of conventional off-
chip ECC DIMMs.
Controller Support: Our schemes do not require any changes to the stacked DRAM
itself; they only require appropriate stacked-DRAM controller support depending on
the exact schemes supported. For example, previous work described how non-power-
of-two indexing for a direct-mapped DRAM cache can be easily implemented because
modulo-by-constant operations are significantly simpler than general-case remainder
computations [62]. For a stacked-DRAM controller that supports both SECDED (28 sets
per row) and SEC+CRC (25 sets per row), the controller would require two separate
modulo-by-constant circuits (i.e., mod 28 and mod 25) and use the appropriate circuit
depending on the current RAS mode.
Comparison to Stronger ECC: An alternative approach to our SEC+CRC method is to
provide a stronger ECC, such as a Double-Error-Correct Triple-Error-Detect (DECTED)
ECC, instead of a CRC. However, note that ECC codes trade detection capability for
correction, so they will always detect fewer errors than an equivalent-length CRC. For
example, we evaluated using a DECTED ECC and found that it has substantially higher
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Figure 22: (a) Row decoder error that selects the incorrect row, which is undetectable using
within-row ECC. (b) Process for folding in the row index (row 1100002), and (c) usage of
the folded row index to detect a row-decoder error.
4.4 Coarse-Grain Failures in DRAM Caches
DRAM failure modes are not limited to single-bit/few-bit soft errors from corrupted
bitcells. Coarse-grain failures also occur with a non-trivial frequency in real systems [80],
affecting entire columns, rows, banks, etc. This section details an approach to deal with
coarse-grain DRAM cache failures.
4.4.1 Identifying Coarse-Grain Failures
Before handling failures, the failure must be detected. Here we cover how failures are
detected for different scenarios.
Row Decoder Failures: The failure of an entire row can occur due to a fault in the row
decoder logic [1]. If the row decoder has a fault in which the wrong wordline is asserted,
then the data from the wrong row will be sensed, as shown in Figure 22(a). The DRAM
should have returned row 110001’s contents: the data Y and the ECC codes for Y, namely
E(Y). In this case, however, the adjacent row’s contents, X and E(X), are returned instead,
but the data and ECC codes are self-consistent, and so the system would not be able to
detect that the wrong row had been accessed.
To detect this scenario, we fold in the row index into the data. Figure 22(b) shows
example data and ECC fields. We first compute the ECC on the data. Then, instead of
storing the raw data, we store the exclusive-OR of the data and several copies of the row
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index. When reading the data, we first XOR out the row index, which returns the original
data; from here, we perform the ECC check.
If the row decoder has a fault, then the wrong row will be read. For example,
Figure 22(c) shows a case when reading row 1100012 results in the previous row 1100002
instead. We XOR out the row index for the row that we requested (e.g., 1100012), but this
leaves the data in a state with multiple “wrong” bits with respect to the stored ECC code.
The multi-bit error is detected, and the system can then attempt to do something about it
(e.g., raise a fault). A similar approach was proposed in the Argus microarchitecture [54],
although our usage covers more fault scenarios due to our CRCs.
Column Failures: An entire column may fail due to problems in the peripheral circuitry.
For example, the bitline may not be precharged precisely to the necessary reference voltage,
or variations in transistor sizing may make the sense amplifier for a particular column
unable to operate reliably. These faults may be permanent failures (e.g., manufacturing
defects, wearout) or intermittent (e.g., temperature-dependent). For a bank with a single
column failure, reading any row from this bank will result in a corresponding single-bit
error. This can be caught and corrected by the baseline ECC. If multiple columns have
failed, the baseline CRC checksum can detect the failure in most cases.
Column failures may also occur if the column decoder selects the wrong column (e.g., if
the column index was incorrectly latched due to noise). Similar to hashing in the row index
already described, we can easily extend the scheme to also XOR in the column index. Prior
to reading bits from the DRAM caches, both the row and column indexes are XOR’ed out.
An error in either case will cause a CRC mismatch with high probability. The system may
record some amount of fault history, and from this it would be very easy to detect that errors
consistently occur in a particular column or set of columns. When this has been detected,
the system could map out the column using spare resources [41], but such schemes are
beyond the scope of this work.
Bank/Channel Failures: In the case of an entire bank failing, reading any row from that
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bank likely will result in garbage/random bit values, all zeros, or all ones. For random bit
values, the probability of the CRC fields being consistent with the data portion will be very
low, and so this would manifest itself as an uncorrectable multi-bit error. For all zeros or
all ones, instead of just XORing in multiple copies of the row index, some copies (e.g.,
every other one) are bitwise inverted. Similar to the row-decoder failure, it is possible that
the bank decoder fails and sends a request to the wrong bank. The row-index XOR scheme
can be extended to include the bank index. The failure of an entire channel and/or channel
decoder faults can be treated in a similar manner.
4.4.2 DOW: Duplicate-on-Write
To tolerate multi-bit errors, row failures and even bank failures, we use a Duplicate-on-
Write (DOW) approach that has some similarities to RAID-1 used for disk systems, but
does not incur the same amount of storage overhead. RAID-1 duplicates every disk block
(so the filesystem can tolerate the failure of a complete disk), and therefore a storage
system must sacrifice 50% of its capacity to provide this level of protection (and 50%
of its bandwidth for writes).
The key observation for the DRAM cache is that for unmodified data, it is sufficient to
detect that an error occurred; the correct data can always be refetched from main memory.
For dirty data, however, the modified copy in the cache is the only valid copy, and so there is
no where else to turn to if this sole copy gets corrupted beyond repair. This observation has
been leveraged to optimize the protection levels of physically distinct caches (e.g., parity in
the IL1 and SECDED ECC in the DL1), we extend this concept to vary protection within
the shared, unified same cache structure.
DOW stores a duplicate copy of data only when the data are modified. This way, the
duplication overhead (capacity reduction) is limited to only dirty cache blocks. Figure 23
shows a few example cache blocks; blocks A, B, C, and D are all clean, and so the cache
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Figure 23: Example DRAM cache contents in which clean data are backed-up by main
memory, but dirty data are duplicated into other banks.
clean copy in memory can provide the correct value.3 Blocks X and Y are dirty, and so we
create duplicate copies X’ and Y’ in other banks. If the rows (or entire banks) for X or Y
fail, we can still recover their values from X’ or Y’.
In this example, we use a simple mapping function for placing the duplicate copy. For
N banks, a cache line mapped to bank i has its duplicate placed in bank i + N
2
mod N .
To support channel-kill, the duplicate from channel j is instead mapped to channel j + M
2
mod M , assuming M total DRAM cache channels. More sophisticated mapping could
reduce pathological conflict cases, but we restrict our evaluations to this simple approach.
Operational Details Here, we briefly explain the mechanics of the different possible
scenarios for reading, writing, evictions, etc., and how DOW operates for each of these.
The guiding invariants for DOW operation are: (1) if a cache line is clean, then there exists
one and only one copy in the DRAM cache, and (2) if a line is dirty, then there exists
exactly two copies of the modified data in the DRAM cache.
Read, Clean Data: The cache line is clean; so, only one copy exists in the cache in its
original location. This line is used.
Read, Dirty Data: While two copies exist, we simply use the copy located in the original
location.
3We assume some adequate level of protection of main memory; protection of main memory has been well researched and is outside
the scope of this work.
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Write, Currently Clean Data: The cache line is now being modified, and so a duplicate
must be created to satisfy the invariant that two copies of a dirty line must exist in the
cache. A line from the duplicate’s target bank must first be evicted, and then the (modified)
duplicate is installed. The original copy is modified as well. These operations may be
overlapped.
Write, Already Dirty Data: The original copy is modified. When checking the location of
the duplicate, there will be a hit and so no additional lines need to be evicted. The duplicate
is modified to match the newly updated original copy.
Read/Write, Cache Miss: The bank where the original copy should reside is checked and
a miss is discovered. The request is then forwarded directly to main memory. The location
to where a duplicate would map is not checked because the duplicate exists only if the line
was dirty (by invariant #2). Given that the original location resulted in a miss, the cache
line necessarily cannot be dirty and therefore the duplicate cannot exist.
Eviction of Clean Data: This is the only copy in the cache, and it is consistent with main
memory, so the cache line may simply be dropped. Updates to the home node may still be
required if using a directory-based cache-coherence protocol.
Eviction of Duplicate: The line is dirty and so it must be written back to main memory
on an eviction. The original copy either may be invalidated or downgraded to a clean state
(our invariants do not permit a single copy of dirty data existing by itself, although one
clean copy or zero copies are allowed).
Eviction of Dirty Original: Like the previous case, the line is dirty and so it is written
back to main memory. In this case, the duplicate is invalidated; it is not useful to keep the
duplicate around even if we downgrade it to a clean state, because on a cache miss to the
original cache line’s bank, we would proceed directly to main memory and not check the
duplicate’s bank.
Read, Corrupted Data: For a single-bit error, the baseline ECC will correct it and then
the read proceeds as normal according to the relevant scenario described previously. In
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the case of an uncorrectable multi-bit error, if the data is clean, then a request is sent to
main memory. The value from memory is returned to the requesting core. If the data is
dirty, then the copy from the duplicate is retrieved and returned to the user (assuming that
the duplicate has no uncorrectable errors). If both copies have uncorrectable errors, then a
fault is raised (i.e., there is nothing more the hardware can do about it). Whether the correct
data is provided by main memory or the duplicate copy, the correct data are rewritten into
the original location, which effectively corrects the multi-bit errors. Optionally, the data
can immediately be read out again and compared to the known-good value. If the data
come out corrupted again, then this strongly suggests that the problems are not the result of
random soft errors (e.g., high-energy particle strikes), but are in fact due to an intermittent
or hard fault of some sort.
Read, Corrupted Tag: If a tag entry has an uncorrectable multi-bit error, then we cannot
know for certain whether we would have had a cache hit or miss, nor whether the data
would have been dirty or clean. In this case, we must conservatively assume that there
was a dirty hit, so we access the duplicate location. If we find the requested block in the
duplicate location, then that is the sole surviving copy of the dirty data, which we return
to the requesting core and reinstall into the original cache line location. If we do not find
the line in the duplicate location, then either the line was not present in the cache to begin
with, or it (the original copy) was present but in a clean state when it was corrupted. For
either case, it is safe (in terms of correctness) to read the value from main memory.
4.4.3 Summary of Coverage
The ECC+CRC scheme provides single-error correction and strong multi-error detection
for one or more individual bitcell failures as well as column failures. Further layering
DOW provides row-failure coverage and complete bank-kill and channel-kill protection.
The idea of providing two different levels of protection is similar in spirit with the memory-
mapped ECC proposal [88], although the details for our DRAM cache implementation are
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completely different. In the best case for our approach, each of the N banks is paired
with one other bank (in another channel), and so one bank may fail from each of the N
2
pairs. If a system implements multiple DRAM stacks with channels interleaved across
stacks, then DOW automatically provides stack-kill protection as well. Note that while
this work focuses on a specific configuration and corresponding set of parameters, the
proposed approach is general and can be tailored to specific stacked-DRAM performance
and capacity attributes as well as the overall RAS requirements for different systems.
4.4.4 Optimizations for DOW
While DOW limits the duplication overhead to only those cache lines that have been
modified, in the worst case (i.e., when every cache line is dirty) the overhead still
degenerates back to what a “RAID-1” solution would cost. We now discuss several variants
on DOW that can reduce duplication overheads.
Selective DOW: Not all applications and/or memory regions are critical, and therefore not
all need to have the high-level of reliability that DOW provides. IBM’s Power7 provides a
feature called selective memory mirroring where only specific portions of memory regions
are replicated into split channel pairs [39]. Similarly, dirty-data duplication (DOW) can be
selectively applied to specific applications and/or memory regions. For example, critical
operating-system data structures may require strong protection to prevent system-wide
crashes, but low-priority user applications need not be protected beyond basic ECC. Even
within an application, not all pages need to be protected, although to support this level
of fine-grain coverage, the application must provide some hints about what should be
protected.
Background Scrubbing: On-demand scrubbing can occur based on the amount of dirty
data in the cache. Each time a dirty line is added to the cache, a counter is incremented
(and likewise decremented for each dirty eviction). If the counter exceeds a threshold, then
scrubbing is initiated. The scrubbing would proceed until the number of dirty lines drops
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below a “low-water mark” (some value less than the threshold) to prevent the scrubbing
from constantly kicking in. The writeback traffic can be scheduled during bus idle times
and/or opportunistically when a DRAM row is already open. This can also be used in
concert with eager-writeback techniques [48].
Duplication De-prioritization: When initially installing duplicates, or when updating
existing duplicates, these writes are not typically on the program’s critical path (these are
the result of dirty line evictions from the upper-level caches, not the result of a demand
request). The DRAM cache’s controller can buffer the duplicate write requests until a later




Simulation Infrastructure: We model a quad-core processor with two-level SRAM
caches and an L3 DRAM cache. The stacked DRAM is expected to support more channels,
banks, and wider buses per channel [17, 43, 50]. In this study, the DRAM cache has eight
channels each with 128-bit buses, and each channel has eight banks [37], while the off-chip
DRAM has two channels, each with eight banks and a 64-bit bus. Also, key DRAM timing
parameters with bank conflicts and data bus contention are modeled for both the DRAM
cache and main memory. Virtual-to-physical mapping is also modeled to ensure that the
same benchmarks in different cores do not map into the same physical addresses. Table 6
shows the system configurations used in the study.
Workloads: We use the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and sample one-half billion
instructions using SimPoint [71]. We then categorize the applications into two different
groups based on the misses per thousand instructions (MPKI) in the L2 cache. We restrict
the study to workloads with high memory traffic; applications with low memory demands
have very little performance sensitivity to memory-system optimizations and therefore
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Table 6: System parameters used in the study.
Processors
Core 4 cores, 3.2 GHz out-of-order, 4 issue width
L1 cache 4-way, 32KB I-Cache + 32KB D-Cache (2-cycle)
L2 cache 16-way, shared 4MB (24-cycle)
Stacked DRAM caches
Cache size 128 MB
Bus frequency 1.6 GHz (DDR 3.2GHz), 128 bits per channel




Bus frequency 800 MHz (DDR 1.6GHz), 64 bits per channel
Channels/Ranks/Banks 2/1/8, 16KB row buffer
tCAS-tRCD-tRP 11-11-11
expose very little additional insight (we did verify that our techniques do not negatively
impact these benchmarks). From the memory-intensive benchmarks, those with average
MPKI rates greater than 27 are in Group H (for High intensity), and of the remaining,
those with 15 MPKI or more are in Group M (for Medium). Table 7 shows MPKI values
of the benchmarks and their groups.
Table 7: L2 misses per thousand instructions (L2 MPKI).
Group M MPKI Group H MPKI
milc 18.59 leslie3d 27.69
wrf 19.04 libquantum 28.39
soplex 23.73 astar 29.26
bwaves 24.29 lbm 36.62
GemsFDTD 26.44 mcf 52.65
We select benchmarks to form rate-mode (all cores running separate instances of the
same application) and multi-programmed workloads. Table 8 shows the primary workloads
evaluated for this study. Section 4.6 also includes additional results covering a much larger
number of workloads. We simulate 500 million cycles of execution for each workload. We
verified that this simulation length is sufficiently long to cause the contents of the 128MB
DRAM cache to turn over many times (i.e., the DRAM cache is more than sufficiently
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warmed up).
Table 8: Multi-programmed workloads.
Mix Workloads Group
WL-1 4 × mcf 4×H (rate)




WL-6 mcf-lbm-libquantum-soplex 3×H + 1×M
WL-7 mcf-milc-wrf-soplex 2×H + 2×M
WL-8 lbm-leslie3d-wrf-soplex 2×H + 2×M
WL-9 milc-leslie3d-GemsFDTD-astar 2×H + 2×M
WL-10 libquantum-bwaves-wrf-astar 1×H + 3×M
WL-11 bwaves-wrf-soplex-astar 1×H + 3×M
WL-12 bwaves-wrf-soplex-GemsFDTD 4×M
Performance Metric: We report performance of our quad-core system using weighted
speed-up [18, 79] and use the geometric mean to report average values.
Failure Modes and Rates: We assume DRAM failure modes and rates similar to those
observed from real field measurements (FIT in Table 9 [80]). We report results using both
the observed failure rates (Table 9) as well as failure rates of 10× the observed rates to
account for potential increases in failures due to die stacking and for inter-device variations
in failure rates [61]. At this point, we are not aware of any published studies reporting
failure types and rates for die-stacked DRAM. The assumption that failure rates will be
10× may be somewhat pessimistic, but by providing our results across the range of 1-10×
the currently known FIT rates, the actual stacked DRAM results should fall somewhere in
between. Furthermore, the relative mean time to failure (MTTF) rates for our proposed
schemes compared to the baseline are independent of the underlying device FIT rates.
ECC and CRC simulation: We evaluate the performance of our ECC and ECC+CRC
schemes using Monte Carlo simulation assuming a bit error rate (BER) of 0.5 in a faulty
DRAM location (e.g., within a faulty row). This bit error rate corresponds to a 50%
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Table 9: Failure rates measured on external DRAM [80].





probability that a given bit is in error, and is chosen because the erroneous value returned
by the DRAM will sometimes match the expected data value. For example, a DRAM row
fault will not produce errors on every bit within that row (which would correspond to a BER
of 1), but rather only on those bits where the returned value does not match the expected
value.
We separately simulate row, column, and bank faults, and run 100 million simulations
for each type of fault. Each simulation randomly flips bits within a single row, column, or
bank (with a probability of 50%), and then applies the ECC and CRC logic to determine
whether the error will be corrected or detected. We do not model row decoder or column
decoder faults; we assume these are caught 100% of the time by the row and column address
XOR.
To calculate failure rates, we apply the detection and correction coverage to previously
reported FIT rates [80]. For the purposes of this work, we assume all undetected errors
result in silent data corruption (SDC). This is likely to be somewhat conservative due to
fault masking effects [58], but note that our relative improvements will remain accurate.
In evaluating DOW, we assume a single-fault model, i.e., only one fault at a time
will exist in the DRAM cache. Similar to traditional chipkill, DOW does not guarantee
correction when there are multiple independent faults in the DRAM cache (i.e., DOW
provides “bank-kill” or “channel-kill” capability, depending on placement of the duplicate
line). Unlike traditional chipkill, there is a very small likelihood that DOW will not detect
all two-fault cases. This can occur if both the original and duplicate lines have a fault and
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the duplicate’s CRC mismatches. Given the failure rates and detection coverage, the failure


































Figure 24: Performance comparison among no RAS, ECC, and ECC+CRC (normalized to
no DRAM cache).
We first evaluate the performance impact of the proposed fine-grain protection schemes
on DRAM caches. Figure 24 shows the speed-up over no DRAM cache between no
RAS, ECC and ECC+CRC configurations. The results show that the performance impact
of our proposed schemes is small. On average, the ECC and ECC+CRC schemes only
degrade an average of 0.50% and 1.68% compared to a DRAM cache with no RAS support,
respectively. ECC+CRC reduces the cache capacity compared to no RAS, and it also
slightly increases bandwidth consumption; we further analyze the capacity and bandwidth
impact of ECC+CRC in Section 4.6.2.
4.5.3 Coarse-Grain Protection
Figure 25 shows the performance of our proposed coarse-grain protection scheme (DOW)
when applied on top of ECC+CRC. We compare the results with ECC+CRC and
ECC+CRC+RAID-1 to show the effectiveness of DOW. In the case of the RAID-1-style
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approach (i.e., full duplication), not only is cache capacity reduced by half, but effective
write bandwidth is reduced by half as well, thereby leading to a non-negligible performance
degradation of as much as 13.1% compared to ECC+CRC (6.5% on average). However, the
DOW scheme retains much of the overall performance benefit of having a DRAM cache
(on average, only -2.5% and -0.8% performance loss compared to no RAS and ECC+CRC,
































Figure 25: Performance comparison between fine-grain (ECC+CRC) and coarse-grain
(ECC+CRC+RAID-1 and ECC+CRC+DOW) schemes (normalized to the performance
without the DRAM cache).
Table 10: Detection coverage for each technique.
Detection
Failure Mode No RAS ECC Only ECC+CRC DOW
Single Bit 0% 100% 100% 100%
Column 0% 85% 99.9993% 99.9993%
Row 0% 50% 99.9993% 99.9993%
Bank 0% 50% 99.9993% 99.9993%
4.5.4 Fault Coverage and Failure Rates
Table 10 shows the percentage of faults detected in each failure mode by each of our
schemes, assuming a single four-layer stack of DRAM. ECC-only detects all single-bit
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Table 11: Correction coverage for each technique. Cases where correction coverage differs
from detection coverage (Table 10) are marked with BC.
Correction
Failure Mode No RAS ECC Only ECC+CRC DOW
Single Bit 0% 100% 100% 100%
Column 0% 85% B 85% C 99.9993%
Row 0% B 0% C B 0% C 99.9993%
Bank 0% B 0% C B 0% C 99.9993%
Table 12: Results using observed and 10× DRAM failure rates.
Failure Rates No RAS ECC Only ECC+CRC DOW
SDC FIT 234-2335 41-410 0.0008-0.00750.0008-0.0075
DUE FIT 0 37-368 52-518 0
faults and most column faults, because most of these faults affect only one bit per row [80].
ECC-only also detects 50% of all row and bank faults, which look to the ECC like double-
bit errors. ECC+CRC substantially improves the detection coverage of column, row, and
bank faults, detecting 99.9993% of all faults. The detection percentage of the CRC depends
on the fault model. We assume that every bit in the row or bank has a 50% chance of being
incorrect; lower error rates (as might be observed with different failure modes) substantially
increase the detection percentage of the CRC. We also conservatively assume that row and
bank failures are due to all bits in the row or bank being bad, rather than to row or bank
decoder failures which would be caught by XORing the row and bank address.
Table 11 shows the fraction of faults, by failure mode, that our schemes can correct.
ECC-only and ECC+CRC correct all single-bit and 85% of column faults, but cannot
correct any row or bank faults.4 DOW, on the other hand, corrects all detected faults.
Table 12 shows the overall silent data corruption (SDC) and detectable unrecoverable
error (DUE) FIT rates for our techniques, using both observed and 10× DRAM failure
4Row and bank faults with only a single bit in error can be corrected by these schemes, but we assume that this does not occur.
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rates. We assume that all undetected failures will cause a silent data corruption. No RAS
leads to a SDC FIT of 234-2335, or an SDC MTTF of 49-488 years. ECC-only reduces the
SDC FIT by 5.7×, but increases the DUE FIT to 37-368 FIT. ECC+CRC reduces the SDC
FIT to just 0.0008-0.0075 FIT, but this comes at the expense of an increase in DUE FIT to
52-518 (220-2200 years MTTF). Finally, DOW adds the ability to correct all detected errors
while maintaining the same SDC FIT as ECC+CRC. Overall, DOW provides a more than
54,000× improvement in SDC MTTF compared to the ECC-only configuration. While
the reported MTTF rates may appear to be adequately long, these can still result in very
frequent failures in large datacenter or HPC installations. The impact on such systems will
be further quantified in Section 4.6.
4.6 Analysis and Discussions
4.6.1 Reliability Impact on Large System Sizes
The bandwidth requirements of future HPC systems will likely compel the use of significant
amounts of die-stacked DRAM. The impact of DRAM failures in these systems is
significantly worse than for single-socket systems because FIT rates are additive across
nodes. For example, using the baseline (1×) FIT rates from Table 9, a 100,000-node HPC
system with four DRAM stacks per node would have an SDC MTTF of only 10 hours
from the die-stacked DRAM alone with no RAS support. Our ECC-only technique would
increase the SDC MTTF to only 60 hours. By contrast, ECC+CRC and DOW have
an SDC MTTF of 350 years for the entire 100,000-node system. Inclusion of DOW is
likely necessary, because ECC+CRC (without DOW) has a 48-hour DUE MTTF on such a
system. While DUEs might be handled by software techniques, the performance overheads
of restoring the system to a checkpoint every two days may not be acceptable. This analysis
optimistically assumes the baseline DRAM FIT rates, which are likely lower than what
will be observed with die-stacked DRAM (e.g., if we assume a 10× FIT rate, then without
DOW, the system would have to rollback to a checkpoint about every five hours).
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Figure 26: Capacity and bandwidth impact of the ECC+CRC scheme.
With RAS support, the performance of DRAM caches is lower due to reduced cache
capacity as well as higher latency/bandwidth. To quantify the capacity impact, we evaluate
a DRAM cache configuration with the same capacity as ECC+CRC, but without the
additional traffic. The bottom portion of the bars in Figure 26 shows the performance
reduction due to the cache capacity reduction alone. The remaining performance loss
comes from the additional bandwidth and latency effects of handling the ECC and CRC
codes.
4.6.3 Impact of Early Data Return
As described in Section 4.3.2, our ECC+CRC scheme (no DOW) returns data before the
completion of data CRC checks, which is based on the observation that hardware cannot
correct the multi-bit errors anyway; thus, we do not need to wait for the check to be finished
for every cache hit. We also simulated a version of ECC+CRC where we wait for the
full CRC check to complete before returning data, which may be of use to support data
poisoning. On average, this degrades performance by only 0.5%; this is because the CRC
check adds only four more DRAM cache cycles to the load-to-use latency, which is a small
relative increase compared to the latency of activating and reading the DRAM cache row
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in the first place.
4.6.4 Duplication Overheads of DOW
While DOW provides much better performance than a naive RAID-1 approach, DOW still
causes extra data duplication and writeback traffic. Figure 27(a) shows the percentage of
cachelines in the DRAM cache that are dirty for ECC+CRC and also when DOW is added.
One would expect that the amount of dirty data should increase due to duplication, but in
fact the amount of dirty data decreases because of the maintenance of the invariant that all
dirty cache lines must have two copies. Thus, if either copy is evicted, then the amount
of dirty data in the cache goes down. The impact of this is that there is an increase in the
DRAM cache’s writeback traffic. Figure 27(b) shows the number of writebacks from the
DRAM cache per thousand cycles. For most workloads, the increase in writeback traffic
is not significant. The standouts are workloads WL-3, WL-4, WL-6 and WL-8 that start
with relatively higher amounts of writeback traffic, and then DOW causes that traffic to
increase by another approximately 20%. Not surprisingly, these are also the workloads that
exhibited the largest performance losses when applying DOW (see Figure 25). While some
applications show moderate increases in writeback traffic, the absolute traffic is still low,
which explains why DOW does not have a significant negative performance impact in most
cases.
4.6.5 Sensitivity to Cache Size
Figure 28 shows the average speed-up of no RAS, ECC, ECC+CRC, and ECC+CRC+DOW
over no DRAM cache with different cache sizes. For the fine-grain protection schemes, the
performance degradation is relatively small across the cache sizes. For DOW, the relative
performance loss increases with larger caches, which is due to an increase in the amount
of duplicated data. However, DRAM caches with DOW still deliver the majority of the












































































































































Figure 27: Impact of DOW on (a) the amount of dirty lines in the DRAM cache and (b)




































Figure 28: Sensitivity to different cache sizes (workloads in Table 8).
4.6.6 Sensitivity to Different Workloads





= 210 combinations of the applications
in Table 7 to ensure that the performance impact is also minimal for a broader set of
workloads beyond the primary workloads used in the work. Figure 29 presents the
average speed-up (with ± one standard deviation) over the 210 workloads. The proposed
RAS capabilities have a relatively small impact on performance. ECC, ECC+CRC and
































Figure 29: Average speed-up of no RAS, ECC+CRC and ECC+CRC+DOW over the 210
workloads.
4.6.7 Value of Configurable RAS Levels
The proposed protection schemes are just a few possible implementations of RAS support
for DRAM caches. Other approaches are possible, from providing only light-weight parity-
based error-detection, to very robust multi-bit error correction (e.g., BCH or Reed-Solomon
codes). The more sophisticated schemes may require higher overheads, which reduce the
overall data storage capacity or available bandwidth, but the high-level approach described
here (e.g., embedding tags, ECC, and data in the same DRAM row) allows the designer to
make the appropriate performance-versus-resiliency trade-offs.
At the implementation level, the DRAM cache is just a commodity memory component
with no knowledge of how the data storage is being used. This allows system designers
(OEMs) to take a single processor (with stacked DRAM) design but configure different
levels of protection for different deployments of the design. In a commodity consumer
system, one may choose to turn off ECC entirely and make use of the full DRAM cache
capacity. In servers and certain embedded systems, basic SECDED ECC may be sufficient;
this is comparable to the level of protection used today (e.g., SECDED ECC DIMMs).
In mission-critical enterprise servers and HPC supercomputers, the full ECC+CRC and
DOW protections could be used. The selection of which level of protection to use could be
configured simply by a BIOS setting read during system boot (e.g., NVIDIA’s Fermi GPU
can enable/disable ECC in the GDDR5 memories with a reboot [59]).
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Protection levels conceivably could be configured dynamically. Critical memory
resources (e.g., operating system data structures) may receive a high level of protection,
while other low-priority user applications may receive no or minimal protection. The level
of protection could be reactive to the observed system error rates; e.g., a system may by
default use only ECC+CRC fine-grain protection, but as the number of corrected errors
increases beyond a certain threshold, DOW is enabled to prevent data loss. Likewise, this
selective protection could be applied to only specific banks or even rows of the DRAM
cache if elevated error rates are localized. The enabled protection level can be increased
gradually as a product slowly suffers hardware failures from long-term wear-out [14, 69].
4.7 Summary
Stacked DRAM caches may play a significant role in attacking the Memory Wall [85]
going forward, but the technology will be economically viable only if it can be deployed
in sufficient volume. Only a minority segment of the market demands RAS support,
so developing ECC-specific stacked DRAM chips is likely undesirable for memory
manufacturers. This chapter presented a general approach for enabling high levels (well
beyond current ECC schemes) as well as configurable levels of RAS that works within the
constraints of commodity, non-ECC DRAM stacks. Beyond the benefit to memory vendors
from having to support only a single (non-ECC) DRAM chip design, this approach also
benefits system vendors (i.e., OEMs, ODMs) who can stock a single processor type and
then deploy it in consumer systems with the stacked-DRAM ECC support disabled while
using the same part in workstations and servers with RAS support turned on.
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CHAPTER V
MANAGEMENT OF STACKED DRAM AS PART OF MEMORY
There are a number of ways to manage heterogeneous memory that is composed of fast
stacked DRAM and slow off-chip memory. The most common approach is to manage the
fast stacked DRAM as a hardware-managed cache, as discussed in the previous chapters.
However, the cache approach may not be the right choice for the systems where the capacity
of stacked DRAM is comparable to off-chip memory. In this chapter, we discuss another
design choice that is to use large, fast, on-chip DRAM structures as part of memory (PoM)
seamlessly through the hardware.
5.1 Stacked DRAM as Part of Main Memory
Generally, in the cache approach, allocating a block in the fast memory entails the
duplication of the slow memory block into the fast memory. Although such duplication
results in capacity loss, it makes block allocations simple and fast. With conventional
cache size of a few megabytes per core (or tens of MBs per core as in today’s eDRAMs),
the opportunity costs of losing overall memory capacity to cache copies are insignificant.
However, the integrated memory structures driven by die-stacking technology could
provide hundreds of megabytes of memory capacity per core. Micron already offers 2GB
Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) samples [55], and by integrating multiple stacks on a 2.5D
interposer, it is also plausible to integrate even tens of gigabytes of memory on package.
For some computing environments, such as mobile or client systems, making the integrated
memory invisible to overall system memory (i.e., used as a cache) could lead to a non-
negligible loss of a performance opportunity. In these cases, both fast and slow memory
may be combined into a single flat address space. We refer to this as a PoM (Part-of-
Memory) architecture. In the simplest PoM architecture, a portion of the address space
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can be statically mapped to the fast memory while the remainder is mapped to the slow
memory. To maximize the performance benefits of fast memory, the operating system (OS)
could allocate heavily used pages to the portion of the physical address space mapped to
the fast memory.
5.1.1 Dynamic PoM Management
The key advantage of the PoM architecture is the ability to minimize duplication; however,
its performance may suffer relative to a simple cache. The PoM architecture is at a
disadvantage for two reasons. First, the performance benefits of the fast memory will
depend on the operating system’s ability to identify frequently used portions of memory.
Second, even if the most frequently used portions of memory can be successfully identified,
a replacement policy that relies on frequency of use may underperform the typical cache












Figure 30: A high-level view of an OS-based PoM management.
Figure 30 shows an overview of an OS-based PoM management. At a high-level, such
dynamic management consists of two phases of profiling and execution. At every interval,
we first need to collect information that helps determine the pages to be mapped into fast
memory during run-time (Application Run). The operating system generally has a limited
ability to obtain such information; a reference bit in page tables is mostly the only available
information, which provides a low resolution of a page activity. Thus, richer hardware
support for profiling may be desirable even for an OS-based PoM management. A typical
way of profiling such as used in the work of Loh et al. [52] has hardware counters associated
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with every active page and increments the counter for the corresponding page on a last-
level cache (LLC) miss.1 The profiled data is then used to perform page allocations for
the next interval during the execution phase. In an OS-based management, the execution
is costly since it involves an OS interrupt/handler invocation, counter sorting, page table
modification, and TLB flushing in addition to the actual page allocation cost. As such, the
OS-involved execution must be infrequent and thus often fails to exploit the full benefits of
fast memory.
5.1.2 Potential of Hardware-Managed PoM Architecture
By managing the PoM architecture without an involvement of the operating system, we
can eliminate the overhead of an OS interrupt/handler invocation (¶ in Figure 30) in
the execution phase. More importantly, we do not need to wait for an OS quantum in
order to execute page allocations, so the execution can happen at any rate. Therefore,
the conventional approach of (long) interval-based profiling and execution is likely to be
a less effective solution in the hardware-managed PoM architecture. To see how much
benefits we can approximately expect by exploiting recency, we vary the interval size in a
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Figure 31: Percentage of LLC misses serviced from fast memory across different intervals.
1Note that only LLC misses are of interest when it comes to page allocations between fast and slow
memory.
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Figure 31 presents the percentage of LLC misses serviced from fast memory while
varying the interval size from 10M cycles to 10K cycles (see Section 5.4 for our
methodology). As the interval size decreases, the service rate from fast memory
significantly increases for many workloads. This implies that we could miss many
opportunities for a performance improvement if a tracking/replacement mechanism in the
PoM architecture fails to capture pages that are highly utilized for short periods of time.
The potential of the hardware-managed PoM architecture could be exploited only when
we effectively deal with the cost of hardware management, which we describe in the next
section.
5.2 Challenges of Hardware-Managed PoM
The high-level approach of profiling and execution remains the same in the hardware-
managed PoM architecture. However, the hardware-managed PoM architecture introduces
the following new challenges.
5.2.1 Hardware-Managed Indirection
Dynamic PoM management performs relocating pages into the memory space that is
different from what OS originally allocated to, thus the hardware-managed PoM must
take responsibility for maintaining the integrity of the operating system’s view of memory.
There are two ways this could be achieved. First, PoM could migrate memory regions at
the OS page granularity, update the page tables, and flush TLBs to reflect the new locations
of the migrated pages. Unfortunately, this method is likely infeasible in many architectures
since it would require the availability of all the virtual addresses that map to the migrating
physical page in order to look up and modify the corresponding page table entries. In
addition, the OS page granularity could be too coarse-grained for migration, and updating
page tables and flushing TLBs (· in Figure 30) still need to be infrequent since they are
expensive to perform, thereby leading to lack of adaptation to program phase changes.
Therefore, using this method in the hardware-managed PoM is unattractive.
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The other approach is to maintain an indirection table that stores such new mapping
information and to remap memory requests targeting the pages that have been relocated
into the non-original memory space. The remapping table, however, could be too large to
fit in on-die SRAM storage. For example, 2GB of fast memory managed as 2KB segments2
will require a remapping table consisting of 1M entries at least to support the cases where
all the segments in the fast memory have been brought in from slow memory. Note, in this
approach, that every memory request that missed in the LLC must access the remapping
table to determine where to fetch the requested data (i.e., whether to fetch from the original
OS-allocated address or from the hardware-remapped address). Thus, in addition to the
concern of providing such large storage on-chip, the additional latency of the indirection
layer would be unmanageable with a single, large remapping table, which is another critical
problem.
To overcome the problem of a single, large remapping table, we propose a PoM
architecture with two-level indirection in which the large remapping table is embedded
into fast memory, while only a small number of remapping entries are cached into an on-
die SRAM structure. Although the two-level indirection may make the PoM architecture
more feasible in practice, naively designing the remapping table makes the caching idea
less effective. Section 5.3 describes the remapping table design that is suitable for such
caching yet highly area-efficient.
5.2.2 Swapping Overhead
A key distinction between PoM and cache architectures is the need to swap a segment to
bring it to fast memory, rather than just copy a memory block when allocating it to the
cache. PoM is also different from an exclusive cache hierarchy since caches are backed up
by memory (i.e., a clean block in any level of an exclusive cache hierarchy is also available
in memory). Conversely, only one instance of each segment exists in PoM, either in slow
2We use the term segment to refer to the management granularity in our PoM architecture.
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or in fast memory.
Swapping a segment is different from allocating a cache block because the segment
allocated to fast memory replaces another segment that occupied its new location, and
the swapped-out segment needs to be written back to slow memory. Therefore, every
allocation to fast memory requires a write-back of the evicted data to slow memory. This
swapping overhead could be significant depending on the segment size and the width of the
channel between fast and slow memory. A small segment size reduces the swapping cost of
moving large blocks between large and slow memory, and provides more flexibility in the
replacement policy. However, a small segment size such as 64B or 128B (typical in caches)
reduces spatial locality, incurs a much higher storage overhead for the remapping table, and
suffers from a higher access latency due to the large remapping table size. In Section 5.3,
we explore a different design that provides a balance between minimizing swap overhead
and remapping table size.
5.2.3 Memory Activity Tracking and Replacement
Providing efficient memory utilization tracking and swapping mechanisms specifically
tailored to the hardware-managed PoM architecture is another major challenge. If we
simply use the mechanism similar to that in Section 5.1.1, we need to maintain a counter
per active page that could be as many as the number of page table entries in the worst
case. In addition, due to the required large interval, each counter needs to have a large
number of bits to correctly provide the access information at the end of each interval. For
example, with a 4GB total memory with 2KB segments, we need to track as many as 2M
entries; then, assuming that the size of each entry is 16 bits (in order not to be saturated
during a long interval), the tracking structure itself requires 4MB storage. Having shorter
intervals could help mitigate the storage overhead a bit by reducing the number of bits for
each counter, but comparing all the counters for shorter intervals would greatly increase the
latency and power overhead. Furthermore, the storage overhead would still be bounded to
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the number of page table entries, which may be undesirable for scalability.
To make a responsive allocation/deallocation decision with a low-cost tracking
structure, we propose competing counter-based tracking and swapping for our PoM
architecture in which a single counter is associated with multiple segments in fast and
slow memory. Section 5.3.6 discusses how we reduce the number of counters as well as
the size of each counter while providing responsiveness.
5.2.4 Objective and Requirements
The primary objective of this work is to efficiently enable the PoM architecture in
heterogeneous memory systems. For this purpose, we need to address the previous
challenges. The hardware-managed indirection needs to be fast and area-efficient. The
swapping cost needs to be minimized. The memory utilization tracking structure also needs
to be small in area while being designed to provide responsive swapping decisions. In the
next section, we describe our PoM architecture and how it addresses these main challenges.
5.3 A Practical PoM Architecture
5.3.1 Design Overview
In a conventional system, a virtual address is translated to a physical address, which is
then used to access DRAM. In contrast, our system must provide the ability to remap
physical addresses in order to support the transparent swapping of memory blocks between
fast and slow memory. Starting with the physical address retrieved from the page tables
(Page Table Physical Address, PTPA), we must look up in a remapping table to determine
the actual address of the data in memory (DRAM Physical Address, DPA). Unfortunately,
as discussed in Section 5.2.1, such single-level indirection with a large remapping table
not only has a non-negligible storage overhead but incurs a long latency penalty on every
access.
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Figure 32: Overview of the PoM architecture.
in our PoM architecture is two-level indirection with a remapping cache. Each request to
either slow or fast memory begins by looking for its remapping information in the segment
remapping cache (SRC). If the segment remapping cache does not contain an appropriate
remapping entry (SRC Miss), then the memory controller retrieves the remapping entry
from the segment remapping table (SRT) located in fast memory and allocates it in the
SRC. Once the remapping entry has been fetched, the location of the request (i.e., DPA) is
known, and the data can be fetched.
At a minimum, a remapping entry needs to indicate which segment is currently located
in fast memory. For example, with 4GB fast/16GB slow memory and 2KB segments,
the maximum number of segments that fast memory can accommodate is 2048K (out of
total 10M segments). In this configuration, the minimum number of remapping entries
required for the SRT would be 2048K. With the minimal remapping table design, when a
segment originally allocated to slow memory by the operating system is brought into one
of the locations in fast memory, the corresponding remapping entry is modified to have new
mapping information, such as Entry 1’s ”Segment N+27” in Figure 32; then, ”Segment 1”
is stored in the original OS-allocated location of ”Segment N+27”. Note that, even with the
simplest design, the size of the remapping table is bounded to the number of segments in
the fast memory, so the storage and latency overheads would still be high to use an on-chip
SRAM structure for the remapping table. We discuss the implementation of the remapping
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table in more detail in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.2 Segment-Restricted Remapping
At first blush, it seems that we can simply cache some of the SRT entries. However, our
caching idea may not be easily realized with the SRT described in the previous section due
to a huge penalty on an SRC miss. On an SRC miss, we need to access fast memory to
retrieve the remapping information. In the above SRT design, however, since the remapping
information can be located anywhere (or nowhere) for a miss-invoked memory request, we
may need to search all the SRT entries in the worst case, which could require thousands of
memory requests to fast memory just for a single SRC miss.
Entry 0 SEG A SEG C 





Figure 33: Segment-restricted remapping.
Our solution to restricting the SRC miss penalty within a single fast memory access is
segment-restricted remapping, as shown in Figure 33. Each entry in the remapping table
owns some number of segments where the number can be determined by the total number
of segments over the number of SRT entries in the simplest case. A segment is restricted to
be swapped only for the segments that are owned by the same entry. This is a similar
concept to direct-mapping in cache designs (but is easily extensible to set-associative
segment-restricted designs). For example, segments A, C and Y are only allowed to be
swapped for the segments owned by Entry 0, whereas segments B, D and Z are swapped
only for the segments owned by Entry 1. In this segment-restricted remapping, even if
the remapping information for segment A is not found in the SRC, we can retrieve the
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remapping information with a single access to fast memory since it is only kept in Entry 0.
To determine the SRT entry to which a segment is mapped, we simply use a few bits from
the page table physical address (PTPA), which is good enough for our evaluated workloads.
5.3.3 Segment Allocation/Deallocation: Cache vs. PoM
In this section, we compare a cache allocation and the swap operation required by our PoM
architecture. Throughout the examples, segments X, Y and Z are all mapped to the same
location in fast memory (as in the segment-restricted remapping), and non-solid segments
in slow memory represent the segments displaced from their original OS-allocated address.
First, Figure 34 illustrates a cache block allocation under two different conditions. In
the example on the left (Clean), segment Z is brought into a local buffer on the CPU (¶)
and simply overwrites segment Y (·). Before Z is allocated, both fast memory and slow
memory have identical copies of segment Y. As a result, allocating Z requires nothing more
than overwriting Y with the contents of the newly allocated segment Z. The right example
(Dirty) shows a case in which Y is modified and thus the copy of Y held in fast memory
is unique. Allocating Z, in this case, requires reading Y from fast memory (¶) and Z from
slow memory (·) simultaneously. After storing them in buffers in the memory controller,
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Figure 34: Cache allocation.
In contrast to the cache allocation, the PoM architecture makes all of both fast and slow
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memory available to the running software. To prevent duplicates and to ensure that all data
is preserved as data is moved back and forth between fast and slow memory, PoM replaces
the traditional cache allocation with a swap operation. The PoM swap operation, illustrated
in Figure 35, differs depending on the contents of the segment displaced from fast memory.
The PoM swap operation on the left (PoM Fast Swap1) occurs when the displaced segment
X was originally allocated by the operating system to fast memory. In this case, a request
to segment Z in slow memory requires segments X and Z to be read simultaneously (¶,·)
from fast and slow memory into on-chip buffers. The swap completes after copying Z from
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Figure 35: Fast swap operation in the PoM architecture.
As different segments from slow memory are swapped into fast memory, the
straightforward swap operation previously described will result in segments migrating to
different locations in slow memory, as illustrated in Figure 35 (PoM Fast Swap2). After
swapping segments X and Z in swap1, a request to segment Y causes a second swap. The
second swap (swap2) simply swaps segment Y with segment Z, resulting in segment Z
assuming the position in slow memory that was originally allocated to segment Y. With
more swaps, all slow memory segments could end up in locations different than their
original location. This implies that the PoM remapping table must not only identify the
current contents of fast memory, but must also track the current location of all segments
in slow memory. Note that recording only the segment number brought into fast memory,
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as the remapping entry shown in Figure 32, would not allow this fast swap in most cases.
The ability to support segment motion throughout slow memory adds complexity to the
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Figure 36: Slow swap operation in the PoM architecture.
An alternative approach to remapping segments requires segments to always return to
their original position in slow memory. In this approach, the positions of all segments in
slow memory can be inferred from their page table physical address, with the exception
of segments currently mapped to fast memory. To ensure this, we can employ a second
swapping algorithm depicted in Figure 36 (PoM Slow Swap). As in PoM Fast Swap2, a
request to segment Y causes a swap with segment Z, currently in fast memory. In this
case, however, rather than perform a simple swap between Z and Y, we restore Z to its
original position in slow memory, currently occupied by X. We accomplish this in four
steps: (A) Fetching Z and Y simultaneously (¶,·); (B) Writing Y to fast memory (¸) and
simultaneously fetching X from slow memory (¹); (C) Freeing X’s location then writing
Z back to its original location (º); (D) Writing X to Y’s previous location in slow memory
(»). The slow PoM swap generally requires twice as much time as the fast PoM swap with
each of the four steps requiring the transfer of a segment either to or from slow memory.
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5.3.4 Segment Remapping Table (SRT)
The segment remapping table (SRT) size depends on the swapping type we support. The
PoM slow swap ensures that all data in slow memory is stored at its original location as
indicated by its page table physical address. As a result, the SRT can include remapping
information only for the segments in fast memory. Conversely, PoM fast swap allows data
to migrate throughout slow memory; thus, the remapping table must indicate the location
of each segment in slow memory. For instance, consider a system consisting of 1GB of
fast memory and 4GB of slow memory divided up into 2KB segments. This system would
require a remapping table with the ability to remap 512K (i.e., 1GB/2KB) segments if it
implemented slow swaps, and 2048K (4GB/2KB) segments if it implemented fast swaps.
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Figure 37: Remapping table organization.
In the case of fast swaps with the previous system configuration, a total of five possible
segments compete for a single location in fast memory, and the other segments will reside
in one of the four locations available in slow memory. The SRT needs to record which of
the five possible segments currently resides in each of five possible locations. Figure 37
illustrates the organization of the remapping table with the five segments, V, W, X, Y and Z
competing for a single location in fast memory. Each remapping entry in the SRT contains
tags for four of the five segments; the contents of the fifth segment can be inferred from that
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of other segments. In addition to the four 3-bit tags, the remapping table contains a shared
8-bit counter used to determine when swapping should occur (Section 5.3.6). Co-locating
the tags for conflicting segments has two advantages. First, since all swaps are performed
between existing segments, this organization facilitates updates associated with the swap
operation. Second, it facilitates the usage of the shared counter that measures the relative
usage characteristics of the different segments competing for allocation in fast memory.
5.3.5 Segment Remapping Cache (SRC)
The remapping cache must be designed with two conflict objectives in mind. On the
one hand, a desire to minimize misses provides an incentive to increase capacity and
associativity. On the other hand, increasing capacity can increase access latency, which
negatively impacts the performance of both hits and misses. To strike this balance, we
choose a 32KB remapping cache with limited (4-way) associativity. On an SRC miss, we
capture limited spatial locality by fetching both of the requested remapping entry and the
second remapping entry that cover an aligned 4KB region. It is worth noting that with a
protocol similar to DDR3, our fast memory will deliver 64B blocks. Although a single 64B
block would contain tens of remapping entries, we found that SRC pollution introduced by
allocating a large number of remapping entries outweighed the spatial locality we could
harvest. Since we modeled 4KB OS pages, any spatial locality that existed beyond a 4KB
region in the virtual address space could potentially have been destroyed after translation
to the physical address space. It is also noted that an SRC hit for a given memory request
does not guarantee that the requested data is found in fast memory.
5.3.6 Segment Activity Tracking
We previously discussed in Section 5.2.3 that a conventional segment tracking/replacement
mechanism is not suitable for a hardware-managed PoM architecture, and a tracking
mechanism for PoM needs to respond quickly with a low storage overhead (e.g., a
small number of counters, fewer bits per counter). In this section, we discuss the
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tracking/replacement mechanism for our PoM architecture.
5.3.6.1 Competing Counter
To make a segment swapping decision, we need to compare the counter values of all
involved segments at a decision point (e.g., sorting). Here, the information of interest
is in fact the one relative to each other rather than the absolute access counts to each
segment. For example, assume that one slot exists in fast memory with both segments
A and Y competing for the slot, which is currently taken by segment Y. To decide which
segment should reside in fast memory, we allocate a counter associated with a segment
in fast memory (segment Y) and another segment in slow memory (segment A). During
an application run, we decrement the associated counter on an access to segment Y, and
increment it on an access to segment A. By having this competing counter (CC), we can
assess which of the two segments has been accessed more during a certain period, which
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Figure 38: Competing counters.
Figure 38 illustrates a general case in which multiple slots exist in fast memory,
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while also a number of segments are competing for the slots. At first blush, the CC-
based approach seems to incur high overhead since the competing counters need to be
allocated to all combinations of the segments in fast and slow memory, as shown in
Figure 38(a) (counters shown only for segment Y due to space constraints), if segments
are allowed to be mapped into any location in fast memory. However, thanks to
the segment-restricted remapping described in Section 5.3.2, the number of competing
counters required is in fact bounded to the number of segments in slow memory, as shown in
Figure 38(b). Although this already reduces the storage overhead compared to the tracking
structure in Section 5.2.3 while providing more responsiveness, we can further reduce the
storage overhead by sharing a single counter between competing segments, as shown in
Figure 38(c). This reduces the number of counters to a single counter for each segment in
fast memory. In this shared counter case, the segment that has just triggered swapping is
chosen for allocation in fast memory.
Sharing the competing counters between competing segments provides us with two
benefits. First, it reduces the overall memory capacity required by the segment remapping
table (Section 5.3.4). Second, and more importantly, it reduces the size of each SRC entry
by a little more than 50%, allowing us to effectively double its capacity. Furthermore,
sharing counters between competing segments seems to have little to no effect on the
performance of our replacement algorithm. Theoretically, references to segment A could
have incremented the shared counter just below a threshold, and segment C could cause the
counter to reach the allocation threshold and is chosen for allocation. In practice, however,
we found this to be rare since the usage of different segments among competing segments
tends to be highly asymmetric. Even though this rare case could happen, it is likely to




Swapping occurs when the counter value is greater than a threshold, which implies that
the segment currently residing in fast memory may not be the best one. For example in
Figure 38(c), when an LLC miss request to segment A increments its associated counter, if
the resulting counter value is greater than a threshold, segments A and Y will be swapped
and their associated counter will reset.
An optimal threshold value would be different depending on the application due to
the different nature of memory access patterns. To determine a suitable swapping rate for
different applications, the PoM architecture samples memory regions. The locations in fast
memory are grouped into 32 distinct regions in an interleaving fashion, and four regions are
dedicated to sampling, while other 28 regions follow the threshold decision from sampling.
The segments in the sampling regions modify the remapping table/cache when their counter
values are greater than the assigned thresholds, but the actual swapping is not performed
for the segments restricted to the sampling region. For the memory requests that target
sampling regions, we simply get the data with static mapping without looking up in the
remapping table (i.e., DRAM PA = Page Table PA). In order to drive the suitable swapping
rate, we collect the following information for each sampling region:
• Nstatic: # of memory requests serviced from fast memory with static mapping
• Ndynamic: # of memory requests expected to be serviced from fast memory when
swapping with a given threshold
• Nswap: # of expected swaps for a given threshold.
For each of four sampling regions, we then compute the expected benefit (Bexpected)
using Equation (2) and choose the threshold used in the sampling region that provides
the highest non-negative Bexpected value at every 10K LLC misses. In the case where
such Bexpected does not exist (i.e., all negative), the following regions do not perform any
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swapping operations.
Bexpected = (Ndynamic −Nstatic)−K ×Nswap (2)
Ndynamic is counted just by checking the remapping table for the requests to the segments
in fast/slow memory dedicated to the sampling regions. Nstatic is counted when the requests
target the segments originally assigned to the fast memory. K is the number of extra hits
required for a swapped-in segment (over a swapped-out segment) to compensate the cost of
a single swap. K differs depending on the fast and slow memory latency in heterogeneous
memory systems. In our configuration (see Table 13), the cost of a single fast swap is
about 1.2K cycles, and the difference in access latency between fast and slow memory is
72 cycles.3 Thus, in general, the swapped-in segment needs to get at least 17 more (future)
hits than the swapped-out segment for swapping to be valuable. K is computed in hardware
at boot time. Note that the memory controller knows all the timing parameters in both fast
and slow memory. In our evaluation, we use 1, 6, 18, and 48 for the thresholds in four
sampling regions. We also use K as 20.
5.4 Experimental Methodology
Simulation Infrastructure: We use a Pin-based cycle-level x86 simulator [42] for our
evaluations. We model die-stacked DRAM as on-chip fast memory, and we use the terms
of fast memory and stacked memory interchangeably in our evaluations. The simulator is
extended to provide detailed timing models for both slow and fast memory as well as to
support virtual-to-physical mapping. We use a 128MB stacked DRAM and determine its
timing parameters to provide the ratio of fast to slow memory latency similar to that in
other stacked DRAM studies [15, 35, 36, 51, 62, 75, 76]. Table 13 shows the configurations
used in this study.
Workloads: We use the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and sample one-half billion
3(11 ACT + 11 CAS + 32×4 bursts) × 4 (clock ratio of CPU to DRAM) = 600 cycles. Fast swapping
requires two of these (Section 5.3.3).
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Table 13: Baseline configuration used in this study.
CPU
Core 4 cores, 3.2GHz out-of-order, 4 issue width, 256 ROB
L1 cache 4-way, 32KB I-Cache + 32KB D-Cache (2-cycle)
L2 cache 8-way, private 256KB (8-cycle)
L3 cache 16-way, shared 4MB (4 tiles, 24-cycle)
SRC 4-way, 32KB (2-cycle), LRU replacement
Die-stacked DRAM
Bus frequency 1.6GHz (DDR 3.2GHz), 128 bits per channel
Channels/Ranks/Banks 4/1/8, 2KB row buffer
tCAS-tRCD-tRP 8-8-8
Off-chip DRAM
Bus frequency 800MHz (DDR 1.6GHz), 64 bits per channel
Channels/Ranks/Banks 2/1/8, 16KB row buffer
tCAS-tRCD-tRP 11-11-11
instructions using SimPoint [71]. Out of the benchmarks, we selected memory-intensive
applications with high L3 misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) since other applications
with low memory demands have very little sensitivity to different heterogeneous memory
management policies. To ensure that our mechanism is not harmful for less memory-
intensive applications, we also include two applications that show intermediate memory
intensity. We select benchmarks to form rate-mode, where all cores run separate instances
of the same applications, and multi-programmed workloads. Table 14 shows the 14
workloads evaluated for this study along with L3 MPKI of a single instance in each
workload as well as the speedup of the all-stacked DRAM configuration where all the L3
miss requests are serviced from stacked DRAM instead of from off-chip DRAM. For each
workload, we simulate 500 million cycles of execution and use weighted speedup [18, 79]
as a performance metric.
5.5 Experimental Evaluations
5.5.1 Performance Results
Figure 39 shows the performance of our proposed scheme and a few other static/OS-
based dynamic mappings for comparisons. We use a baseline where no stacked DRAM
is employed, and all performance results are normalized to the baseline.
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Table 14: Evaluated multi-programmed workloads.
Mix Workloads L3 MPKI (single) All-stacked
WL-1 4 × mcf 71.48 1.88x
WL-2 4 × gcc 12.13 1.27x
WL-3 4 × libquantum 35.56 2.12x
WL-4 4 × omnetpp 7.30 1.47x
WL-5 4 × leslie3d 16.83 1.68x
WL-6 4 × soplex 31.56 1.81x
WL-7 4 × GemsFDTD 12.15 1.33x
WL-8 4 × lbm 32.83 3.37x
WL-9 4 × milc 18.01 1.75x
WL-10 4 × wrf 6.28 1.49x
WL-11 4 × sphinx3 11.89 1.52x
WL-12 4 × bwaves 19.07 2.00x
WL-13 mcf-lbm-libquantum-leslie3d N/A 1.87x
WL-14 wrf-soplex-lbm-leslie3d N/A 1.77x
First, static(1:8) and static(1:4) show the speedups when we assume that
the capacity ratios of fast to slow memories are approximately 1:8 and 1:4, respectively.
We assume that the OS would allocate memory pages such that one ninth or one fifth of the
total pages are placed in fast memory for each workload. Static mapping results show the
performance improvement due to having a part of memory that is accessed quickly without
making any changes to hardware or OS page allocation policies. On average, we achieve a
7.5% (11.2%) speedup over the baseline with this 1:8 (1:4) static mapping.
Our proposed scheme achieves a 31.7% performance improvement over the baseline
on average, and also shows substantial performance improvements over static mappings.
Compared to static(1:4), our scheme improves performance by 18.4% on average,
and many of the evaluated workloads show huge speedups due to serving more requests
from fast memory (see Section 5.5.2). On the other hand, a few other workloads show
performance similar to that of static(1:4). This happens because of one of two
reasons. First, our dynamic scheme could determine that the cost of page swapping would
outweigh its benefit for some workloads (e.g., WL-4 and WL-9), so the original page
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Figure 39: Speedup with our proposed mechanism compared to other schemes (normalized
to no stacked DRAM).
a small number) of the pages are swapped in-between. Second, some workloads are not as
sensitive to memory access latency as others, so their performance improvement due to our
mechanism is limited by nature (e.g., WL-2 and WL-7).
Next, OS-Managed and OS-Managed(Ideal) are OS-based migrations with and
without remapping overhead, respectively. We use a mechanism similar to that used in
prior work [52]. In the mechanism, the OS first collects the number of accesses (LLC
misses) to each 4KB OS page during an interval. Then, at the end of the interval, the
most frequently accessed pages are mapped into the fast memory for the next interval. To
mitigate remapping overheads, the mechanism uses a 100M cycle interval (31.25 ms on a
3.2GHz processor) and also does not select the pages with fewer than 64 LLC misses.4 In
addition, if selected pages for the next interval were already present in fast memory, the
pages are not moved. On average, the OS-based migration achieve a 9.3% (19.1% without
overhead) speedup over the baseline.
Compared to OS-Managed, our PoM achieves 20.5% performance improvement.
In our proposed scheme, we start out with the same static page allocation policy as
4We have also performed experiments with shorter intervals and different thresholds, but they showed
significantly lower performances since the remapping overheads were too large to amortize.
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static(1:4). However, we continuously adapt and remap data into fast memory during
the workload runtime. Although OS-Managed does the same things, it only adapts to the
working set changes at a coarse granularity, so the service rate from fast memory would be
quite lower than our mechanism. As a result, even assuming zero-cost overheads, such as









Figure 40: Physical address translation breakdown.
5.5.2 Effectiveness of Remapping Cache
The effectiveness of the remapping cache is very crucial to our two-level indirection
scheme. Figure 40 shows the percentage of memory requests serviced from fast memory
along with the source of the translation (i.e., whether translations are obtained from the
remapping cache or the remapping table).
The HIT FAST bar represents the percentage of requests whose translations hit in
the remapping cache and the corresponding data are serviced from fast memory. The
HIT SLOW bar represents the percentage of requests whose translations hit in the
remapping cache but are serviced from slow memory. MISS FAST and MISS SLOW
represent remapping cache misses that are serviced from fast and slow memory,
respectively. Note that the hit rate of the remapping cache is independent of swapping
schemes since it is a function of an LLC-filtered memory access stream.
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Our remapping cache is shown to be quite effective with more than 95% hit rate for
most workloads. The high hit rate is due to the spatial locality in the lower levels of the
memory hierarchy. WL-1 and WL-4 are the only benchmarks that show slightly lower hit
rates due to the low spatial locality.
5.5.3 Sensitivity to Remapping Cache Size
One of the main performance drawbacks of remapping is that address translation latency is
now added to the overall memory latency. For an effective design, most of translations need
to hit in the remapping cache to minimize the cost of access serialization. In this subsection,

















Figure 41: SRC hit rate across different cache size.
the hit rate of the remapping caches when we change the size of the remapping cache from
8KB to 64KB. Our workloads show high hit rates even with the 8KB remapping cache,
but some workloads (e.g., WL-1) experience a non-negligible number of remapping cache
misses with small size caches since their accesses are spread out across large memory
regions.
5.5.4 Swapping Overhead
Figure 42 shows the swapping overhead of our proposed mechanism compared to the
unrealistic ideal case in which swapping has no overhead; i.e., swapping does not generate
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Figure 42: Comparison with ideal swapping.
Most of our evaluated workloads show reasonable swapping overhead since our
mechanism enables swapping for small data segments (i.e., 2KB segments) and also
attempts to avoid unnecessary swaps that are not predicted to improve performance. Some
workloads such as WL-4 and WL-9 show no swapping overhead. This is because our
dynamic scheme determines that the swapping would not be beneficial compared to static
mapping as discussed in Section 5.5.1.
Intuitively, the performance cost of page swapping diminishes as the number of hits
per swap increases. This can be achieved by swapping in more guaranteed-to-be-hit pages
into fast memory. However, such a conservative decision is likely to reduce the amount
of the memory requests serviced from fast memory. Thus, we first need to make a careful
decision on when to swap in order to optimize the swapping cost without sacrificing the
fast memory service rate.
The swapping overhead may also be partially hidden by performing swap operations in
a more sophisticated fashion. In our design, we already defer the write-backs of swapped-
out pages since they are likely to be non-critical. More aggressively, we may delay the
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entire execution of swapping operations until the memory bus is expected to be idle (long
enough for swapping). We may also employ a mechanism similar to the critical block first
technique; only the requested 64B block out of a 2KB segment is first swapped into fast
memory, and other blocks are gradually swapped in when the bus is idle. These are good
candidates to further alleviate the swapping cost although they need more sophisticated
hardware structures and careful considerations on its operations.
5.5.5 Sensitivity to Swap Granularity
In our mechanism, we manage remapping at a granularity of 2KB segments. This is the
same as the row size in the stacked memory. This section discusses the sensitivity of our































Figure 43: Speedup across different segment granularity.
Figure 43 shows the speedup across different segment granularity. Using a smaller
segment size has the advantage of reducing the overhead of any individual swap. This
allows for more frequent swaps and increases the rate of serving requests from fast memory.
On the other hand, using a smaller segment size loses the benefits of prefetching that a
larger granularity can provide. For the applications that have spatial locality, employing
a larger swapping granularity may allow fast memory to service more requests, and the
overall swapping overhead can also be smaller due to high row buffer hit rates. In addition,
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as the segment size decreases, the overhead of the remapping table increases since it needs
to have more entries. This, in turn, reduces the effective coverage of the remapping
cache. When deciding on the segment size, all these factors need to be considered. We
chose a 2KB segment size since it achieved a decent speedup, while its overhead is still
manageable.
5.5.6 Energy Comparison
Figure 44 shows the energy consumption of OS-managed and our proposed heterogeneous
memory systems compared to no stacked DRAM. We compute the off-chip memory power
based on the Micron Power Calculator [57] and the Micron 1Gb DDR3 DRAM data
sheet (-125 speed grade) [56]. Since no stacked DRAM data sheet is publicly available,
we compute the stacked memory power based on the access energy and standby power
numbers reported in [22].5 The results show that PoM reduces energy per memory access
by an average of 9.1% over the evaluated OS-managed heterogeneous memory system.
In general, PoM migrates more data blocks between fast and slow memories than OS-
based migrations, which increases the amount of energy used for data migration. However,
the increased energy could be amortized by the increased number of hits in fast memory.
More importantly, the performance improvement by our PoM reduces static energy in
heterogeneous memory systems, which leads to a significant amount of savings in energy.
5.5.7 Comparison to Hardware-Managed Cache
Figure 45 compares two different DRAM cache implementations with two different
implementations of PoM including a naive version of PoM (Unmanaged) and our
proposal. LH-Style uses 64B lines similar to [51] but includes improvements found
in subsequent work such as a direct-mapped organization [62] and the hit-miss predictor
discussed in Chapter III. Note that we do not use the self-balancing dispatch (SBD)
5Although our stacked memory is not identical to the one used in [22], we have verified that the conclusion


































Figure 44: Energy per memory access of OS-managed management and our PoM.
mechanism presented in Chapter III for LH-Style to compare the impacts only due to
the difference in organization between caches and PoM while excluding the benefits of
improving bandwidth utilization from SBD. The PoM-Style cache uses 2KB cache lines
and an improved replacement policy similar to our PoM proposal (Section 5.3.6). The
performance benefits we observe for the PoM-Style cache result from the additional






























Figure 45: Comparison to hardware-managed caches.
The last two bars depict alternative implementations of PoM, both delivering the same
capacity benefits. Unmanaged depicts a naive implementation of PoM without the benefits
6The LH-style cache can be managed similar to PoM using prefetching and bypass techniques, therefore
providing better performance.
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provided by the remapping cache and modified allocation algorithm (competing counters).
The performance of our proposal is depicted on the far right. Since our experiments do not
account for the performance impact of page faults, the best we can expect from our proposal
is to match the performance benefits of the PoM style cache. In fact, our proposal delivers
a speedup close to what is achieved with PoM-Style, and it does this while avoiding data
duplication and allowing running software to use all available fast and slow memory.
5.5.8 Sensitivity to Fast to Slow Memory Capacity Ratio
Figure 46 shows the average speedup of static mapping and our proposed scheme over no
fast memory across different ratios of fast to slow memory capacities. As the ratio becomes
larger, the percentage of memory requests serviced from fast memory is likely to increase,
and we observe a large performance improvement even with static mapping. Although,
the potential of our dynamic scheme would decrease as the ratio of fast to slow memory
capacity increases, our results show that the proposed scheme still leads to non-negligible
performance improvements over static mapping (a 13.8% improvement for a 1:1 ratio) due
to the ability to adapt workload phases as the working set changes. For smaller ratios, we
achieve much higher speedups compared to static mapping (e.g., we achieve a speedup



































Figure 46: Speedups of static mapping and our scheme across different ratios of fast to
slow memory.
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5.5.9 Transparency to Virtual Memory Subsystem
PoM is transparent to current virtual memory/TLB subsystems and also ensures that a
functionally correct memory image is maintained in the context of OS-invoked page
migrations, copy-on-write, TLB shoot-downs, I/O requests, and so on. This is because
in today’s systems all memory requests (even from other devices such as disk and network)
must go through the system-on-chip memory controller to access memory. In PoM, these
requests must all lookup the SRC/SRT as they pass through the memory controller and
before they access DRAM physical memory. For example, OS-invoked physical page
migrations may result in page table updates and TLB shoot-downs, but since these involve
the OS-maintained virtual-to-physical mappings and not the PoM-maintained physical
page to segment mappings, these would be handled in a PoM system just like they would
in a system without PoM. These events might make the physical segments allocated in
stacked memory no longer hot (even dead); then, PoM would have no knowledge of the
migration. However, since PoM uses a dynamic replacement algorithm and the competing
counters are constantly comparing eviction and allocation candidates, the cold segments
would quickly be replaced by hotter segments.
5.6 Summary
This chapter presented a Part-of-Memory (PoM) architecture that effectively combines
slow and fast memory to create a single physical address space in an OS-transparent
fashion. By employing two-level indirection with a remapping cache as well as competing
counter-based tracking and swapping, the proposed PoM architecture provides substantial
speedups over static mapping and alternative OS-based dynamic remapping. We expect
that our PoM design can be best utilized for the computing environments where system’s
off-chip memory capacity is comparable to on-chip memory capacity as well as memory
demands frequently exceed the off-chip memory capacity.
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CHAPTER VI
STACKED DRAM INTERACTING WITH OPEARTING SYSTEMS
In the previous chapters, we have presented practical designs of using large, in-package
memory structures for two primary use cases in today’s computing systems: caches and
part of system memory. Using die-stacked memory as a cache is a simple and efficient
option, especially for the systems where off-chip memory capacity is much larger than
die-stacked memory capacity. Alternatively, PoM has the key benefit to allow us to enjoy
the full system memory capacity—with slightly more overheads in its implementation and
operation than the cache approach—while keeping hot pages in fast stacked DRAM, which
is useful when off-chip memory capacity is comparable to in-package memory.
However, for the systems where memory demands are mostly within off-chip DRAM
capacity but occasionally exceeds it, neither PoM nor a stacked DRAM cache would
be the best option. When system’s off-chip memory is still available, PoM incurs
unnecessary memory traffic due to swap operations and consumes off-chip memory
bandwidth compared to the cache approach (similar to inclusion/exclusion in caches [74]).
On the other hand, the cache approach makes gigabytes of stacked DRAM largely useless
when system is under memory pressure after consuming off-chip memory. Ideally, we
want to dynamically configure stacked DRAM depending on memory demands, with non-
intrusive hardware or software changes, and the key idea behind this chapter is to make use
of well-implemented today’s virtual memory subsystems.
In this chapter, we propose a new use case for die-stacked DRAM. In the common
case where system’s off-chip physical memory is not over-committed, die-stacked DRAM
operates as a cache to provide performance and energy benefits to the system. However,
when the workload’s active memory demands exceed the capacity of the off-chip physical
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memory, our scheme can dynamically convert the stacked DRAM cache into a fast
swap device to avoid the We define the hardware-software interfaces needed to support
the dynamic conversion of cache to swap (and back), provide algorithms to control the
transitions to respond only to disk-thrashing scenarios (as opposed to non-performance
critical paging out of cold data), and detail the DRAM cache indexing schemes that enable
the graceful resizing of the cache/swap regions.
6.1 Stacked DRAM as Temporary Swap Space
6.1.1 Virtual Memory and Swap
The virtual memory (VM)1 system offers each process the illusion of sole access to a
large address space, even though the size of the address space may be larger than the
total physical memory actually available on a machine. More so, the VM enables this for
every process, where the aggregate addressable space certainly would exceed the physical
memory capacity. To achieve this illusion, VM systems make use of a combination of
physical memory and swap (typically implemented in the storage/file system). As physical
memory is consumed, pages are swapped out to disk, and pages are brought back to
memory when needed.
In modern operating systems (OS), the swap component can be implemented in a
variety of ways. Typical instantiations include dedicated disk partitions for swap, as well
as swap files that reside in a conventional file system. In modern Linux-based OSes, the
VM system may use multiple swap devices, they may simultaneously be a combination of
swap partitions and swap files, swap devices can be added and removed on-the-fly without
a system reboot, and different priorities may be assigned to the different swap devices (so
the OS preferentially pages virtual memory out to some devices before others) [7]. This all
occurs in a way that is functionally transparent to applications (i.e., programmers need not
do anything to their code to make use of the VM system).

















Figure 47: Slowdowns of applications running on an over-committed system.
The VM system enables processes to operate on virtual memory sizes exceeding
a system’s physical memory capacity, but even a low swapping frequency can lead to
significant performance degradations due to very high disk latencies. Figure 47 shows
the performance impact (measured on a real system) for several workloads running on
a system with 12GB of DRAM, but where each workload’s memory footprint exceeds
12GB by varying amounts (methodology and workload details are in Section 6.4). Each
bar shows the slowdown in execution time compared to a system with 16GB of physical
memory where there is effectively no swap-related disk activity.
As the swap subsystem is the primary performance limiter in an over-committed VM
system (i.e., one where the collective memory capacity requirements of the active processes
exceed the available physical memory, thereby causing significant swap activity), there
have been enormous efforts to alleviate swapping overheads from both software and
hardware perspectives. For example, modern OSes employ techniques such as pre-cleaning
(evicting dirty pages earlier than new page allocations), clustering (avoiding random writes
in the swap device), and page prefetching (reading in consecutive pages from swap space
for a single page fault) [7]. Researchers have also proposed new VM systems to address
swapping problems for garbage-collected languages [28,86] and to use Flash/SSD as swap
devices [3,68]. We believe that this is the first work that examines opportunities to leverage
die-stacked DRAM to help address VM swapping overheads.
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6.1.2 Interaction of Stacked DRAM and Swapping
In the context of a system that may suffer from over-commitment of memory, we now
examine how die-stacked DRAM may impact (or not) overall performance.
6.1.2.1 Stacked-DRAM Caches
While there have been many different DRAM cache organizations proposed in recent
literature [35, 36, 51, 62, 75, 91], the basic function remains the same, which is to provide
a large, very high bandwidth last-level cache to relieve the pressure from the off-package
main memory in a software-transparent manner. When a system’s physical memory is not
over-committed, a DRAM cache can provide significant levels of speedup depending on
the application characteristics and the exact DRAM cache organization. However, in an
over-committed memory scenario, the DRAM cache is largely useless, as its benefits are
completely dwarfed by the penalties of swapping to disk.
6.1.2.2 Stacked DRAM as NUMA
Another alternative usage model for stacked DRAM is to expose it as part of the
system’s physical memory in a non-uniform memory access (NUMA) style. There
are many challenges and open research questions regarding how this would even be
accomplished [52] in terms of the system and application software being able to efficiently
manage two regions of memory with very different performance characteristics. However,
assuming such an organization, one benefit is that it increases the total physical memory
capacity of the system, which could prevent (or greatly reduce the frequency of) over-
committing the system’s memory. However, in the common case where the system is
not over-committed, such a NUMA-like organization is unlikely to provide significant
performance improvement unless additional research efforts on developing the necessary
OS/runtime/compiler/profiling/programming language/application-level support have been
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made to take advantage of NUMA behavior.2
Table 15: Performance impacts of different stacked DRAM employment approaches under
over-committed/under-committed memory scenarios.
System memory Stacked DRAM configuration
scenario (off-chip) Cache-only NUMA CacheSwap
Under-committed Best Low-to-okay Best
Over-committed (modest) Poor Fine Fine
Over-committed (severe) Very Poor Poor Poor
Application Transparent? Yes Unlikely Yes
6.1.2.3 Stacked-DRAM Caches with Reconfiguration
Table 15 qualitatively compares the performance impacts of the above two stacked DRAM
approaches and our dynamic reconfiguration approach (CacheSwap) under different
scenarios. In the common case where system is under-committed, a traditional cache-only
approach and CacheSwap provide the same good performance, while a NUMA (memory-
only) approach would perform low-to-okay, depending on how well the software or the OS
is able to manage the NUMA space. For a modestly over-committed scenario, cache-only
would suffer tremendously, but CacheSwap and NUMA would perform fine by avoiding
all or some of swap traffic. For severely over-committed situations (where the active
memory usage much exceeds the sum of both stacked and off-package DRAM capacities),
all three cases would perform poorly as there is simply not enough memory capacity to
avoid excessive swapping. As none of the approaches can effectively address the last
scenario, we restrict our focus to the first two scenarios (under-committed, and modestly
over-committed) in the rest of this work.
Table 15 also summarizes the application-level impact of the different approaches. As
mentioned earlier, NUMA-approaches will likely require application-level modifications
2It should be noted that conventional NUMA memory management algorithms (e.g., first-touch allocation) do not obviously extend
to a die-stacked NUMA scenario. For example, first-touch allocation depends on the accessing thread having strong locality with the
data it touches and the policy places that data in closer NUMA domains; however stacked DRAM is equally “close” to all cores, and the
off-package memory is just as far from all cores, so first-touch would be ineffective for NUMA die-stacked DRAM.
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to effectively manage data access locality between the different memories, which may
limit the usefulness of the stacked DRAM, especially for legacy workloads. Caches are
desirable as they require no application-level modifications. Virtual memory swap is also
transparent to application programmers, and so CacheSwap leverages this to dynamically
provide qualities of both cache and swap in a transparent manner.
6.1.3 Design Objectives
The high-level objective of our work is to devise a stacked DRAM mechanism that allows
it to operate as a large last-level cache in the typical case where the system’s memory is not
over-committed, but also to allow the stacked DRAM’s capacity to be leveraged to alleviate
swap overhead in emergency (over-committed) scenarios. Along with the overall goal,
we also want to keep hardware changes to a minimum, keep OS changes to a minimum,
and require no modifications on the user-level applications. Given that future stacked-
DRAM systems may support multiple GB of memory capacity, an additional objective
is that any proposed scheme need not convert the entire stacked DRAM into swap (i.e.,
different regions of die-stacked DRAM can simultaneously operate in different modes),
which introduces additional challenges.
6.2 CacheSwap: Swappable DRAM Cache
In this section, we explain the high-level operation of our proposed CacheSwap scheme,
and then we delve into the implementation details of the OS and hardware components.
Different indexing schemes that support stacked-DRAM reconfiguration will be discussed
in Section 6.3.
6.2.1 Overview
The CacheSwap use of stacked DRAM is intended to operate primarily as a large LLC.
Figure 48(a) shows an example system where the stacked DRAM is operated as a cache,
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Figure 48: High-level overview of (a) a conventional memory system with a large DRAM
last-level cache, and (b) a CacheSwap memory system that cannibalizes LLC capacity to
provide interim swap devices.
purposes, the figure depicts the DRAM LLC organized as two channels with four banks
each, where the cache’s contents are laid out in a “tags-in-DRAM” style as proposed by
several previous works [51, 62] (although the general framework of CacheSwap can be
applied to any of the other previously proposed DRAM cache organizations, or to other
types of large on-chip/off-chip caches in general, e.g., eDRAM). The right portion of
Figure 48(a) shows an example DRAM bank’s contents, where each 2KB row contains
both cache tags (T) and data (D). That is, the tag and corresponding data blocks are self-
contained in a row.
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When the system’s physical memory is over-committed, the large LLC does nothing
to address the long disk I/O latencies associated with swap operations. CacheSwap
dynamically cannibalizes the DRAM cache’s capacity and transforms it into very fast swap,
which we refer to as interim swap, thereby converting (at least a part of) the costly disk I/O
time into significantly faster swap accesses to the stacked DRAM. Figure 48(b) shows the
CacheSwap memory system operating in this mode where several banks of the LLC no
longer provide cache capacity, but they are instead exposed to the OS as additional swap
devices. Note that swapping to disk may still occur after using up all of the stacked DRAM
capacity, or if the swapping is not an emergency case (i.e., reducing non-I/O time is still
beneficial). Eventually when the memory capacity demands subside, the interim swap
reverts back to cache space. We next describe the operational details.
6.2.2 Converting Cache Capacity to Interim Swap
Converting portions of the cache into interim swap involves three primary steps. The OS
first interrupts the affected process(es), and issues a special command (HW/SW interface
described below) to force the writeback of any modified cache lines to main memory for
any LLC bank or banks that are to be converted to interim swap. The DRAM cache’s
controller must walk through each row in the affected bank(s), retrieve the tags, check
the dirty bits, and issue a writeback request for any modified blocks. The latency to
perform this operation depends the DRAM cache organization, the size of each bank, and
the number of dirty blocks involved3, but in general the latency is quickly amortized by
the disk latencies that CacheSwap ends up avoiding. At the end of this operation, the LLC
controller reconfigures its indexing to reflect the reduced number of banks (see Section 6.3),
and then the OS is notified that this step has been completed.
Next, the OS initializes the cache bank(s) to act as swap. In Linux, this is done by
creating a 4KB page-size header for a swap area as performed by mkswap. For the DRAM
3The dirty-data writeback latency can be reduced with previously proposed techniques (e.g., the Dirty Region Tracker [75]).
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cache bank example, the 4KB swap header will be placed into the first two rows as shown
in Figure 48(b).
Finally, the OS activates the interim swap device via a swapon system call and assigns
the highest priority to it. In this way, any new pages that need to be swapped out of main
memory will first use the interim swap from the stacked DRAM (by virtue of the interim
swap having the highest priority). How the hardware exposes the stacked DRAM interim
swap to the OS is discussed later in Section 6.2.5.
6.2.3 Reverting Interim Swap Back to Cache
When the OS detects that the interim swap is no longer needed (detection criteria described
later), the OS disables the interim swap and allows the corresponding stacked DRAM
banks to resume operating as part of the LLC. The OS first calls the swapoff system call
to stop swapping to the affected interim swap devices. Because swapped-out pages may
still exist in these interim swap devices (e.g., non-referenced pages), swapoff migrates
any remaining content back into main memory to ensure that no data are lost. Then,
the corresponding page table entries (PTEs) are corrected to point to relocated physical
addresses in main memory. When pages are migrated back to conventional DRAM, TLB
shootdown operations can be skipped as any existing PTEs from the affected pages would
be invalid (i.e., they previously pointed to the interim swap) and would cause a page table
walk to retrieve the new updated mapping.
After migrating all pages from the interim swap back into memory, the OS issues a
special command (similar to the one originally used to convert the cache banks to interim
swap) indicating to the hardware which bank(s) are now to be returned back to the LLC.
The DRAM cache controller must walk through every row of the affected bank(s), and reset
all of the cache tags’ valid bits to indicate invalid cache lines. As an additional security
precaution, it may also be desirable to zero-out the data fields of all cache lines. At the end
of this operation, the DRAM controller reconfigures its indexing to reflect the increased
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number of banks (again, see Section 6.3), and then the OS is notified that this operation is
complete.
6.2.4 When to Convert Cache to Interim Swap (and Back)
In our CacheSwap scheme, the OS bears the responsibility for deciding when DRAM cache
resources should be converted to interim swap (and back). The OS monitors physical
memory usage and swap activities for the existing swap devices (HDD and/or SSD). A
simplistic approach would be to start converting DRAM cache to interim swap when the
OS detects that the physical memory is full (e.g., observing page-out daemon activities
or memory reclamation during page allocations in Linux) and enable the stacked-DRAM
interim swap. However, it is not always effective to immediately cannibalize the DRAM
cache as soon as the physical memory is full, because the DRAM cache capacity could
quickly be entirely converted into swap without contributing much to the overall system
performance. In addition, swapped-out pages could in fact be inactive and are not likely to
be swapped-in for the time being (i.e., they belong to inactive applications). In such cases,
we still probably want the victim pages to age out to conventional disk because moving


































Figure 49: Resident set size of each process and (system-wide) swap-in and swap-out
pages for two active mcf processes.
When to Enable Interim Swap: In this work, we convert cache to interim swap only
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when the memory system appears to be thrashing to disk. The OS determines whether the
memory system is in an emergency by monitoring both swap-in and swap-out activities.
For example, the Linux VM provides information on system-wide swap-in and swap-out
counts since system boot. In our CacheSwap scheme, the OS simply starts conversion when
the deltas of both statistics exceed pre-determined thresholds.
For example, Figure 49 illustrates the resident set size (RSS), which is the physical
memory used by each process, and the number of swap-in/swap-out pages when two mcf
processes run on a 3GB memory system. A single instance of mcf constantly consumes
∼1.7GB of physical memory; thus, as shown in Figure 49, “Swap-Out” begins to increase
as the two processes contend for physical memory. In this case, mcf-1 forces mcf-2’s
pages to be swapped out while retaining its working set in physical memory.4 Because
mcf-2 is also an active process, however, it references the swapped-out pages and brings
them back into memory again. So, we can observe that “Swap-In” also increases in this
high-contention situation. In contrast, a scenario where inactive pages are being aged out







































Figure 50: Swap space in use and the percentage of interim swap to total stacked DRAM
size.
When to Convert Back: To determine when to return from the interim swap back to the
4Linux employs a global page replacement algorithm.
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DRAM cache, the OS monitors the amount of swap space in use for each interim swap
device (ISD). Then, interim swap devices are converted back one by one when one of the
following conditions is satisfied.
∑
i∈ISDs




SWAPin use(i) < DRAMcapacity (4)
Figure 50 shows the aggregate swap space in use for interim swap devices (left)
and the percentage of interim swap to stacked DRAM (right) by Equation (3) and by
Equations (3,4) for the dual-mcf workload. Equation (3) attempts to reduce the number
of ISDs if interim swap devices are currently being allocated more than needed, which
is determined by comparing the current swap usage in ISDs (LHS) and the total amount
of ISD capacity when converting back an interim swap device (RHS). This performs
well under memory pressure, but it could be too conservative when the system gets out
of memory pressure. For example, although mcf-1 finishes around 650 seconds and
thus there is enough physical memory to accommodate all the pages from interim swap,
Equation (3) loses some caching benefits due to the slow conversion. The figure also shows
that the last interim swap device is not converted to cache until the end of mcf-2 execution
because it contains swapped-out (but not actively used) pages from mcf-2. Equation (4)
helps expedite the conversion process by addressing such situations.
6.2.5 HW-SW Interfaces
Exposing Interim Swap to the OS: Exposing the interim swap banks to the system
software can be achieved in multiple ways. One approach is to reserve a region of the
physical address space that the OS knows about, that corresponds to activated interim swap
banks. The OS can then directly issue loads/stores to this region to move data from/to the
interim swap. If needed, existing mechanisms can be used to “wrap” the low-level stacked
DRAM storage to present a more conventional interface to the OS’s swap system. For
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example, a “RAM disk” approach can convert a memory-mapped region of the stacked
DRAM into a disk-like object that the OS can mount as a seemingly regular swap device.
Another approach is to extend the hardware so that it presents the interim swap to the
software as block-based storage devices. In one possible implementation, the system IO
controller (e.g., the IOMMU [2]) would have access to the stacked DRAM banks, and
swap-related IO requests issued by the OS would then be delivered (with any necessary
command conversion) to the stacked DRAM controller. This would require the direct
integration of at least some part of the IO controller directly on the same chip as the
processor, but this is increasingly common with integrated Northbridge [10] and integrated
Southbridge [6] technologies in modern processors.
Command Interface for Configuring Interim Swap: The ISA interface between the OS
and the processor to support the CacheSwap use of the stacked DRAM can be implemented
in several ways. Below, we briefly explain a few, but do not specifically argue for one over
another as the final choice would depend on the exact engineering costs to the processor
and OS vendors.
At its most basic, the OS must communicate with the processor how much of the
stacked DRAM should be converted to (or from) interim swap. This can be accomplished
by providing a new kernel-mode instruction or by writing to a model-specific register
(MSR). Depending on the granularity at which the stacked DRAM can be converted to
interim swap (see Section 6.3), the interface could use an incremental approach (i.e.,
repeatedly add or remove one unit of interim swap at a time through multiple calls to the
interface) or a more general approach that allows the OS to specify the exact allocation. The
schemes that we present in this work only have a finite number of allowed stacked DRAM
allocations between cache and interim swap capacity, and so the more general approach
could be easily supported. While not strictly required, it would likely be useful for the OS
if the hardware also provided a command (or MSR) that allows the OS to query the current
cache vs. interim swap allocation of the stacked DRAM.
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The processor must also be able to communicate back to the OS to indicate when the
reconfiguration has been completed. The most straightforward mechanism is to make
the reconfiguration instruction (or MSR modification) be a synchronous, blocking event.
However, reconfiguration from cache to interim swap may require writing back all of the
cache’s contents in the worst case, which could take several milliseconds (e.g., ∼39ms for
1GB of stacked DRAM assuming it is written back across a 25.6GB/s DDR3 interface).
Alternatively, the reconfiguration could be carried out asynchronously with the processor
raising an interrupt upon completion. However, it is expected that reconfiguration occurs
infrequently, so the latency of the reconfiguration operation does not have a substantial
impact on overall performance, although it could still be of concern if the system has
response time or quality of service requirements.
6.3 Cache vs. Interim Swap Sizing Options
When converting the die-stacked DRAM cache into interim swap, certain portions (e.g.,
banks) of the stacked DRAM are removed from being used as a cache. If not done properly,
this could severely interfere with the cache’s indexing functions that normally map a
physical address to a stacked DRAM’s row, bank, channel (and stack, if multiple stacks are
employed). For example, with a direct-mapped DRAM cache organization [62], removing
a DRAM cache bank to use as interim swap would leave a “hole” in the physical address-
to-bank/row mapping. Either some addresses would no longer be cacheable (because their
corresponding sets have been cannibalized for interim swap), or all of the sets of the cache
would need to be reindexed using a new mapping function that avoided the missing bank(s).
In this section, we cover different approaches to size the cache versus interim swap while
minimizing overheads related to indexing (or reindexing) the cache portion.
6.3.1 All-or-Nothing
The simplest approach is to use an “all-or-nothing” allocation. Normally, the stacked
DRAM is operated as a cache, but when the system enters an over-committed state, the
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entire stacked DRAM is converted to interim swap. This has the advantage that the cache’s
indexing is trivial (because there is no cache anymore), however, this is a very heavy-
handed solution. First, it may be the case that only a fraction of the stacked DRAM’s
capacity is required to avoid catastrophic paging to disk, and so any remaining capacity
should in theory still be useable as a cache to provide some performance benefit. This
could be particularly problematic in future systems where the stacked DRAM capacity is
on the order of several to over ten gigabytes. Second, all modified content in the entire
DRAM cache must be written back to main memory. While only a fraction of the DRAM
cache may be modified, the processor still must walk the entire cache to check all of the
tags to find the modified data, although as discussed in Section 6.2, this may be a secondary
issue if configuration of the stacked DRAM is infrequent.
6.3.2 Halving
A second approach incrementally halves the amount of stacked DRAM used for cache.
When an over-committed scenario arises, the OS causes the DRAM cache’s capacity to be
halved. This could either be from removing half of the stacked DRAM channels from the
cache’s usage, or removing half of the individual stacked DRAM banks from the cache.
The number of channels and the number of banks are typically a power of two (even if a
direct-mapped DRAM cache uses a non-power-of-two indexing for the rows [62]), so the
indexing modification to support halving amounts to simply ignoring one bit from the bank
index.5 This requires that the DRAM cache tags be wider than strictly needed if the DRAM
cache were to never be resized, which should not be a problem as the tags-in-DRAM cache
proposals typically have several left-over bits or even bytes in the tag blocks. To convert
even more DRAM cache capacity to interim swap, the system can perform halving again
which leaves the DRAM cache with only one quarter of the total stacked DRAM capacity
(by omitting two bank index bits), and then an eighth, and so on.
5For the remainder of this section, we will discuss converting stacked DRAM resources at the bank granularity, but all of the
techniques apply to stacked DRAM channels, and even a mix of channels and banks.
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When halving, the DRAM cache contents in the half that is being converted to interim
swap still needs to be scanned for modified content that needs to be written back. The
overhead is approximately halved compared to the all-or-nothing approach. Modified lines
actually have a choice to be inserted into their new sets in the still active half of the
cache, or they could be written back to main memory (either choice maintains correctness).
However, migrating modified lines to the remaining active DRAM cache may be faster;
write back to main memory is potentially limited by the lower bandwidth of the off-chip
DDR interface, whereas laterally migrating across stacked DRAM banks can still exploit
the higher bandwidth of stacked DRAM. For the clean lines, the lines could simply be
dropped/invalidated (a subsequent demand miss in the DRAM cache will cause the line to
be installed into its new set in the remaining DRAM cache portion).
When converting the interim swap back into cache, cache lines that should originally
have mapped to the cannibalized banks, but were displaced, need to be “repatriated” back
to their corresponding banks in the enlarged DRAM cache. Modified lines must either be
repatriated or written back to main memory to maintain correctness. Clean lines can either
be repatriated back (increases interim swap-to-cache reconfiguration latency) or simply
dropped/invalidated and refetched into their updated banks on the next demand misses
(increases post-reconfiguration “cold” DRAM cache misses).
Halving provides more options compared to the all-or-nothing approach, which can
maintain some of the DRAM cache performance benefits while simultaneously avoiding
VM over-commit paging issues. However, due to the simple indexing used (i.e., ignoring
one bit of bank index at a time), the smallest interim swap allocation is still half of the
total stacked DRAM capacity, which could be many gigabytes for a future system with
significant stacked DRAM resources.
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6.3.3 Consistent Hashing
We propose a technique to selectively convert stacked DRAM cache banks to interim
swap that allows for much finer-grained partitionings. The objectives are that (1) we can
incrementally convert banks at a fine granularity, and (2) when a bank is converted from
cache to interim swap, the bank’s contents are redistributed to the remaining banks in a
load-balanced manner. To achieve this, we take inspiration from the consistent hashing
algorithm, which was originally proposed to uniformly and dynamically distribute load
across a large number of web servers [40]. Cloud providers may have servers go down
at any point in time (e.g., server crashes, scheduled maintenance); similarly, new servers
may come online (e.g., machines rebooted, new machines deployed). The availability
requirements of typical server deployments make it impractical to perform a complete re-
indexing (e.g., re-sharding of an entire index of the World Wide Web) each time the pool
of available servers changes.
6.3.3.1 Overview of the Original Algorithm
Consistent hashing maps addresses to banks indirectly by first hashing both the banks
and addresses on to the same unit circle. Each address maps to the first available bank
encountered in a clockwise walk of the unit circle starting from its own hash-value on the
unit circle. As shown in Figure 51(a), address X maps to bank 2 because it is the first bank
encountered in a clockwise walk (see solid-arrow). If bank 2 were to be removed from the
DRAM cache to be used as interim swap, address X maps to the next bank in clockwise
order, which is bank 3 (see dashed arrow). We define bank 3 to be the failover bank for
bank 2 for address X. Note that in this example, all addresses that map into the region of
the unit circle between banks 1 and 2 (e.g., X) map to bank 2, and subsequently fail over
to bank 3 if bank 2 is disabled. Such a mapping achieves our first goal (only bank 2 is
converted to interim swap), but not the second goal (bank 3 receives the entire failover load
from bank 2).
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To provide load balancing, consistent hashing creates multiple virtual banks for each
physical bank, such that each bank is actually associated with multiple regions distributed
around the unit circle. For example, Figure 51(b) shows three copies of each bank. An
address maps to a bank if it maps to any of the virtual copies of the same bank. Thus,
both X and Y map to bank 2. Because the virtual bank copies are permuted by the hashing
function, there is not one single failover bank for all addresses in bank 2. For example, the
failover bank for address Y is bank 1 whereas the failover bank for address X is bank 3.
Using this concept, we next describe a consistent-hashing based indexing scheme for the
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Figure 51: Overview of consistent hashing.
6.3.3.2 Adapting Consistent Hashing for DRAM Cache
The basic idea for our hardware implementation of consistent hashing is to use static
permutations to remap banks. For example, consider a permutation {5,4,0,6,2,7,1,3},
which denotes that an address that mapped to bank 0 gets diverted to bank 5 (the first
element of the sequence), addresses mapped to bank 1 get diverted to bank 4, bank 2 to
bank 0, and so on. Now, if a bank is removed from the cache to serve as interim swap, then
we simply fail over to the next active bank in the permutation list. So if bank 4 is used for























Figure 52: Consistent hashing-based bank selection for DRAM caches.
Now this has the same load-imbalance problem as the first example from Figure 51(a).
To provide the same type of functionality as the virtual banks, we use a region remapping
table (RRT), with an example shown in Figure 52. The idea is that different portions
of the address space select different RRT entries, where each entry records a different
permutation. For example, if bank 1 is converted to interim swap, one address may
map to one RRT entry where the permutation indicates a failover to bank 2, whereas a
different address will use a different RRT entry with a different permutation resulting in a
failover to bank 5. Given enough RRT entries with a unique (or sufficiently unique) set of
permutations, load balancing will be achieved.
Each RRT corresponds to a slice of the physical address space that we call a “super
region”. Within each super region, all addresses use the same permutation/RRT entry. We
then take the selected RRT entry, and also combine it with an active bank vector (ABV) that
indicates which banks are currently available as cache (i.e., banks with a ABV bit of zero
have been cannibalized for interim swap). The final bank mapping requires simple bit-mask
logic and priority encoding to select the first RRT element corresponding to a non-zero
ABV bit. Because RRT lookup is at hardware speeds, DRAM cache access latency remains
comparable to traditional bank-selection latency, which typically uses simpler forms of
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hashing ranging from trivial bit-selection to bit “swizzling” techniques.
When converting a stacked DRAM bank to interim swap, we still must check all of
the tags for modified data to be written back or migrated to their new destination (failover)
banks. With our consistent hashing-based scheme, this will be significantly faster than the
all-or-nothing and halving schemes. When converting a bank from interim swap back to
cache, we similarly must write-back or repatriate blocks that have been displaced. One
may need to to scan all of the remaining DRAM cache banks as the prior contents of the
bank being converted have now been distributed across the active DRAM cache banks.
Techniques to both bound the amount of dirty data as well as minimize the number of
locations that need to be checked for dirty data would likely be needed [75].
In the following sections, we evaluate CacheSwap schemes using all three of the cache-
interim swap re-indexing schemes.
6.4 Experimental Methodology
6.4.1 Evaluation Framework
We model an 8-core processor with a 1GB stacked DRAM cache and 12GB off-chip
DRAM for our evaluations. Because we target full-program execution and disk-level
accesses, we cannot directly use cycle-level simulation for our performance evaluations.
Instead, we use an analytical model for overall program execution time (similar to the
methodology in [29, 73], which is fed with inputs from real-system measurements.
Experimental System: We perform experiments in the Linux OS (kernel 3.2.0) running on
a 2.26GHz x86 machine (2P quad-core system, 8 total cores) with 16GB DDR3 memory.
For each workload, we first run the workload with the entire 16GB memory enabled,
such that the system does not incur any major page faults related to swapping, and we
measure the total execution time along with other statistics. We then reduce the amount of
physical memory available to the OS to 12GB via Linux’s GRUB boot loader and re-run
the workload. When collecting data from the real hardware, we run with thread affinity.
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The measured data are then provided to our analytical model which can compute execution
times for different scenarios (e.g., no stacked DRAM, DRAM cache-only, CacheSwap,
etc.). Linux occupies some physical memory by default, which makes about 11.6GB of
physical memory available to the workload. We use this value as physical memory capacity
in our model.
Workloads: We select five workloads that cover a range of multi-tenant shared-system
scenarios, each of which makes the system’s memory over-committed in the course of the
execution. These workloads have a mixture of different over-committed samples (%) and
over-committed memory sizes, which are the two most critical workload characterization
parameters in these evaluations. It is noted that CacheSwap provides the same performance
as the DRAM cache for the under-committed case; so, we do not choose any workloads
with a footprint lower than physical memory capacity. Table 16 shows the evaluated
workloads. The over-committed samples (%) is the percentage of samples whose memory
demands are more than physical memory capacity. The maximum over-commit figure is
the largest observed over-commit amount in our measured data. Below, we describe each
of our scenarios.
• S1 (mcf) represents the scenario where each job has static, constant memory
demands, and so users (or systems) know how many job instances should be run
on the system but more jobs are accidently launched and make the system over-
committed. mcf comprises eight instances of mcf from SPEC2006 [27]. We launch
all instances at the same time and collect statistics until the last process finishes.
• S2 (image) is the scenario when users resize multiple images in the machine. Each
job experiences dynamic memory demands, which could accidently over-commit
system memory depending on the processing images. Similar to [68], image runs
eight processes of an image converter (ImageMagicks), and each of which resizes an
image by 500%. We configure each process to be single-threaded.
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• S3 (redis) is the scenario when executing a mix of latency-sensitive and batch
applications to increase the utilization of servers. In redis, two batch jobs are
(occasionally) scheduled and cause dynamic memory pressure, while an in-memory,
key-value store, called redis [64], is serving a total number of 5 million GET requests
on a 10GB database.
• S4 (graph) is the scenario that could happen when a server performs graph analytics
algorithms, in which case memory demands depend on graph inputs; some graphs
could have a large number of nodes/vertices, and their memory demands could
exceed available system memory. graph runs the PageRank algorithm using
GraphLab [53]. We run eight instances, each of which works on 3M vertices using
one core each.
• S5 (qemu) is the scenario where the memory system is deliberately over-committed
in the virtual machine environment. qemu runs two QEMU [4] instances
(PageRank/mcf processes are running inside them), each of which has 8GB of guest
physical memory.
Table 16: Evaluated workloads.
Scenario Workload Over-committed
Samples (%) Max Over-committed (MB)
S1 mcf 21.2% 1529.6
S2 image 51.6% 2494.6
S3 redis 29.0% 351.6
S4 graph 41.3% 258.2
S5 qemu 75.2% 708.6
6.4.2 Analytical Performance Model
To evaluate our proposal, we run each workload on the experimental system and collect
per-process statistics including user time, kernel time, resident set size, the number of
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major page faults, and swap space usage by reading out /proc/(pid)/stat and
/proc/(pid)/status every second (wall clock time).6 We then use our analytical
model to compute the execution time for each sample, and then we determine the overall
execution time for the process by summing across all samples. Each workload consists
of multiple processes, and so to compare performance between different schemes, we use
weighted speedup [18, 79].
We focus our model on the first-order impact of the disk-related fault cost and
cache/swap transition overhead, which will be the primary and secondary performance
factors in our case. For each sample, we divide the execution time (Tsample) into three
components: (1) Tnoswap is the execution time when the system is not under memory
pressure, (2) Tswap is the cost of swapping operations, and (3) Oconv is the overhead






+Nfaults × Latencyavg︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tswap
+Oconv (5)
Latencyavg = Ldisk × (1− p) + Ldrc × p (6)
Tnoswap is the fraction execution time when the process runs when the memory system
is under-committed. When modeling a system employing a DRAM cache, this portion of
execution time would experience a speedup by a factor of DRCspeedup. For our initial results,
we use DRCspeedup=1.2 (i.e., a 20% performance improvement), and we later also conduct
a sensitivity study on this parameter.7 As the size of the DRAM cache is reduced due to
interim swap cannibalization, the DRCspeedup performance benefit is reduced by a square-
root scaling (e.g., when the cache is reduced to half capacity, the performance benefit is
√
1/2 · DRCspeedup) [9]
6We use C++11’s sleep for for periodic sampling. It is noted that some sample intervals could be longer than a second (up to a
few seconds) because disk I/O can delay the sleep for call.
7A DRAM cache speedup of 1.2 is reasonably conservative compared to recent DRAM cache studies [35, 62]. We also simulated
representative samples of one half billion instructions from each of our workloads on a cycle-level simulator and found DRAM cache
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Figure 53: Comparison of the execution time on the real machine and the computed time
for each workload.
Tswap is computed by multiplying the number of major faults related to swapping during
the sample (Nfaults) and the average page fault latency (Latencyavg). The factor p represents
the portion of swap events serviced from interim swap devices (likewise, 1-p are the one
serviced from conventional disk-based swap). We assume that if the interim swap capacity
is larger than the over-commit amount, then p=1; in the baseline case where interim swap
is not employed, then p=0; otherwise, we assume faults are serviced from interim swap
and disk in proportion to their respective sizes. Latencyavg is calculated using Equation (6),
where Ldisk and Ldrc are the average page fault costs for swapping to disk and for swapping
to the DRAM cache, respectively.
As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, the Linux VM system fetches multiple pages (default
is 8) for a major page fault to amortize overheads. For Ldisk, regardless of the number
of pages swapped in, “seek time + rotational delay” and “queuing delay (which varies
depending on the workload)” dominate the page fault cost. Figure 53 shows the execution
time estimates produced by our analytical model when Ldisk is set to 15ms (low-side),
36ms (high-side), and the actual measured execution time when running on real hardware
(all with 12GB of physical memory enabled). For mcf experiencing high thrashing activity,
usingLdisk=36ms is a good match to the execution times across processes. At the same time,
for some workloads, 36ms results in an over-estimation of the swap-related overheads.
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As these workloads have different average page fault costs, we conservatively choose a
constant Ldisk=15ms for all workloads. This is a conservative assumption because the swap
overheads will be higher for some workloads in which case CacheSwap would provide a
greater performance improvement than what we report. We also evaluate the sensitivity of
our results to the choice of Ldisk in Section 6.5.3.
For Ldrc, we assume that eight pages are always read in from the DRAM cache and are
written back to memory in a serialized manner, which results in a ∼4.8µs latency in our
system configuration.8 We also consider the software cost associated with a major fault as
it is not negligible for Ldrc. We use the value reported in [38] (58.6µs), which results in
Ldrc=63.4µs.
It is noted that Figure 53 provides a good validation of our analytical model, showing
that the estimated execution times (with Ldisk=15ms) either match well or are conservative
compared to the measured execution times from real hardware.
For conversion overhead, Oconv is computed at every sample by checking RSS and
swap space usage across the processes. Depending on the condition (Section 6.2.4),
either reconfiguration does not occur (i.e., Oconv is zero), or the DRAM cache is converted
back from/to interim swap at a conversion granularity. For cache-to-swap conversion, we
conservatively assume the worst case where all cache blocks in the banks are dirty and thus
are written back into memory (i.e., Oconv= 39ms × Ratioconversion).
6.5 Results and Analysis
6.5.1 Performance Under Memory Pressure
Figure 54 shows the performance of the CacheSwap system. We use a baseline where
no stacked DRAM cache is employed and also compare against a configuration where the
stacked DRAM is always configured as an LLC (DRC). Then we evaluate three versions
8Reading 4KB in from the stacked DRAM takes (8+8+32*2)*2 / 1.0GHz = 160ns, and writing 4KB out to the off-chip DRAM takes
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Figure 54: Performance of CacheSwap and other systems for comparison over no stacked
DRAM cache.
of CacheSwap using an all-or-nothing cache-to-interim swap conversion scheme (CS-
AoN), the halving scheme (CS-Halving), and the consistent-hashing-based scheme (CS-
CHash). For these results, CS-CHash can convert the stacked DRAM into interim swap
in increments of 1/8 of the stacked DRAM size (i.e., each interim swap device would
be 128MB). All configurations assume 11.6GB of physical memory, and, except for the
baseline, 1GB of stacked DRAM.
When the system exclusively uses the stacked DRAM as cache (DRC), the performance
benefit is generally not very significant. Recall that under typical conditions (when memory
is not over-committed), a DRAM cache offers significant performance benefits. However
when over committed, it is not surprising that DRC offers no significant benefits because
it does nothing to speed up swap activity. The DRAM cache does nothing to speed up
the swap activity, so the caching benefits are only felt during the non-swap portions of
workload’s execution. Given the fraction of the over-committed samples in these over-
committed scenarios (Table 16), this is expected.
The remaining three bars show the benefits of the different CacheSwap variants where
the DRAM cache can be cannibalized for interim swap during periods of memory over-
commitment. For workloads that over-commit the memory system by an amount that
exceeds the stacked DRAM size (mcf,image), the interim swap conversion granularity
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is irrelevant because in all cases, the entire stacked DRAM would be converted to interim
swap. These all show near-identical speedups. The speedups are still significant; for
example, mcf over-commits memory by 1.5GB, but 1GB of that can be served with very
low latency from the stacked DRAM, leaving only about 33% of the swapped-out pages to
be served from the slower disk. Note that each instance of mcf has a working set size of
1.67GB, and so as soon as one instance completes execution, the remaining processes now
fit within the physical memory and all 1GB worth of interim swap can be converted back
to cache.
In contrast, other workloads are over-committed by smaller amounts amounts and the
frequency of over-commitment is more dynamic in time as well (each instance of mcf
uses about 1.67GB of memory throughout its entire execution). As a result, being able
to convert only a fraction of the stacked DRAM to interim swap allows the remaining
capacity to continue to provide benefit as a cache. While the performance difference
between, for example CS-Halving and CS-CHash is not huge, we expect the ability
to perform incremental interim swap conversion to be much more important as stacked





















Figure 55: Cache portions of graph during the execution with different conversion
granularities.
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6.5.2 Sensitivity to Conversion Granularity
For the CS-CHash in the previous section, we allowed the stacked DRAM to be converted
to interim swap in increments of 128MB (1/8 of the total capacity). However, other
increments/granularities could be considered. We denote R-x to mean CS-CHash where
the interim swap conversion granularity is x times the total stacked DRAM size. For
example, R-1/4 can only use all, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, or none of the stacked DRAM as cache.
The R-1 case is equivalent to CS-AoN.
Figure 55 shows the fraction of the stacked DRAM that is used as cache throughout
the execution of the graph workload. In the beginning of the program, the workload does
not exceed the physical memory limit, and therefore the entirety of the stacked DRAM
operates as cache (Cache Ratio = 1.0). About 20% of the way through, the workload starts
to over-commit the physical memory; we can see that CacheSwap effectively responds to
this by converting DRAM cache to interim swap (decreasing Cache Ratio). We can see that
if the conversion granularity is set too coarsely, then much more of the stacked DRAM is
converted to interim swap than is necessary. On the other extreme, setting the conversion
size too small does not provide much additional benefit, and it also causes CacheSwap to
adapt more slowly (shallower slopes in the figure) as DRAM cache capacity is converted
to interim swap one increment at a time. Furthermore, as the interim swap increment
decreases, the hardware overhead to implement the RRT increases (e.g., with R-1/32, each
RRT entry would have to provide a 32-element permutation). R-1/8 appeared to provide
a reasonable tradeoff that adapted well to the interim swap capacity demands while only
requiring a very small 96-byte RRT (32 entries, each with eight 3-bit elements to encode
an 8-element permutation).
6.5.3 Sensitivity to Fault Latency
We have so far used 15ms for the average page fault cost for our evaluations, which we
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Figure 56: Sensitivity to page fault latency.
benefit of CacheSwap would be greater. We now analyze the sensitivity of CacheSwap’s
performance benefits with respect to different page fault costs. Figure 56 shows the
speedups of DRC and CS-CHash over the baseline with no stacked DRAM when the
fault costs are 1ms, 5ms, 10ms, 25ms, and 50ms. The results show that the benefit of
CacheSwap could be significant for the systems that use hard disks as swap devices since
its page fault cost would typically be more than 15ms under memory pressure. For example,
the average page fault cost for the mcf is around 36ms, as discussed in Section 6.4.2, which
makes the benefit of CS-CHash over DRC increase from 1.3x to 1.7x. If our model used a
more accurate model of the disk bandwidth while taking into account the reduction in disk
queuing latency, the speedup of CacheSwap would be even greater. If the servers move to
using solid-state disks for storage/swap, then that would improve disk latency and naturally
the benefit of reducing swap activity decreases proportionately.
As shown in the results, the sensitivity to fault costs varies across the workloads, which
the OS could exploit to increase overall throughput for over-committed systems. For
example, the OS could place swapped-out pages into fast or slow swap devices, depending
on the sensitivity of each application; e.g., memory pages from more sensitive applications
are swapped out to faster devices. The OS might also schedule I/O requests from the page-
fault sensitive applications over the requests from less sensitive ones for the purpose. Such










































































Figure 57: Sensitivity to cache performance.
6.5.4 Sensitivity to DRAM Cache Performance
To keep our analytical model simpler, we assumed a constant performance benefit from
operating the stacked DRAM as a cache (20% in all experiments thus far). However,
the actual benefit will vary by applications, the number of cores, the off-chip memory
bandwidth, and other factors in the target system. So we now examine CacheSwap’s
sensitivity to the DRCspeedup model parameter.
Figure 57 shows the speedups of CacheSwap and DRC over no DRAM cache across
different values for DRCspeedup. The results show that larger DRCspeedup values do not much
contribute to the performance for over-committed systems when CacheSwap is not used
(note that the slope of DRC would be one if the system was not over-committed). For
over-committed systems, these results indicate that the top priority must be to reduce swap-
related I/O overheads. Only after alleviating I/O overheads the system can have a chance
to benefit from the DRAM cache. For example in redis, CacheSwap converts part of
cache portions as swap and eliminates most of disk swapping operations, so the remaining
cache portion could provide a visible speedup for the system. For some other workloads,
the speedup is less sensitive to the DRCspeedup value than redis. There are two primary
scenarios where this occurs. For some workloads (e.g., qemu), the reduction in effective
cache size remains long (e.g., 75.2% of sample periods for qemu) due to continuous
memory pressure. For other workloads (e.g., mcf, image) CacheSwap is indeed effective
at eliminating much of the swap overhead, but to do so, the entirety of the stacked DRAM
capacity is used as interim swap. This leaves no room for the DRAM cache, which in turn
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renders the exact value of DRCspeedup irrelevant during over-committed periods.
6.5.5 Impact of Cache Capacities on CacheSwap
The key idea of our work stems from the observation of the trend of having very large
DRAM caches in future computer systems. In this section, we explore the possibilities
of extending our proposal for smaller cache sizes (e.g., eDRAM or traditional SRAM).9






















Figure 58: Speedup of CacheSwap over the cache-only use.
32MB to 1GB. We have shown that 1GB of stacked DRAM using the CacheSwap approach
provides substantial benefits under memory pressure. With 32MB LLC, which is a typical
cache capacity for today’s high-end systems, CacheSwap is not particularly effective. The
reason is that for our workloads that over-commit the physical memory by 258MB(graph)
to 1.5GB (mcf), 32MB of additional fast swap only absorbs a small fraction of the
overall swap activity. As the cache size increases to 128MB-256MB, the performance
improvements become more substantial. This is within the realm of current eDRAM caches
(e.g., the IBM Power8 processor [31], the Intel Haswell processor [25]). We therefore
conclude that CacheSwap is definitely worthwhile for stacked DRAM, likely of benefit for
large eDRAM caches, and not worth the effort for conventional SRAM-based LLCs.
9CacheSwap’s benefits would only increase with larger cache sizes, so we do not show those results in the interest of space.
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6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we explored a new usage model, CacheSwap, for die-stacked DRAM.
Compare to other ways of managing stacked memory, CacheSwap provides performance
benefits for both under-committed and over-committed scenarios, which makes the design
attractive to various computing environments. Overall, CacheSwap provides a unique
design that blends hardware and OS components to make stacked DRAM even more
compelling than it already is.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Advances in die-stacking technologies have made it possible to integrate gigabytes
of DRAM within processor packages. This in-package die-stacked DRAM has the
potential to significantly improve memory systems and thus alleviate the processor-memory
performance gap. This research starts from a key question: how can we effectively bring
the benefit of the die-stacked memory to a variety of computing environments?
In this dissertation, we have shown that conventional designs of using on-chip memory
as caches or part of memory are not practical nor efficient when integrating gigabytes
of die-stacked DRAM into computing systems. Consequently, we have proposed novel
designs that employ several architectural innovations to exploit the stacked memory and
heterogeneous memory systems, which are summarized as follows.
• Chapter III proposed a streamlined DRAM cache architecture that employs three
innovations. First, we introduced a light-weight, low-latency Hit-Miss Predictor
(HMP) that provides 97% accuracy on average, with a hardware cost of less
than 1KB. Second, we proposed a self-balancing dispatch (SBD) mechanism that
dynamically steers memory requests to either the die-stacked DRAM cache or to the
off-chip main memory depending on the instantaneous queuing delays at the two
memories. Lastly, to ensure correctness in the presence of dirty data in the cache,
we introduced a hybrid write policy that forces the majority of the DRAM cache to
operate in a write-through mode, and only enables write-back for a limited set of
pages that have high write traffic.
• Chapter IV presented a DRAM cache organization that uses error-correcting codes
(ECCs), strong checksums (CRCs), and dirty data duplication to detect and correct
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a wide range of stacked DRAM failures, from traditional bit errors to large-scale
row, column, bank, and channel failures. Furthermore, these RAS capabilities can be
selectively enabled to tailor the level of reliability for different market needs. With
only a modest performance degradation compared to a DRAM cache with no ECC
support, the proposed organization can correct all single-bit failures, and 99.9993%
of all row, column, and bank failures, providing more than a 54,000× improvement in
the FIT rate of silent-data corruptions compared to basic SECDED ECC protection.
• Chapter V proposed a low-cost architectural solution to efficiently enable using
large fast memory as Part-of-Memory (PoM) seamlessly, without the involvement
of the OS. The proposed PoM architecture effectively manages two different types
of memory (slow and fast) combined to create a single physical address space. To
achieve this, PoM implements the ability to dynamically remap regions of memory
based on their access patterns and expected performance benefits.
• Chapter VI proposed a hybrid scheme where the hardware and operating system
cooperatively manage the stacked DRAM such that it normally operates as a cache
(for performance benefit) but can also be dynamically converted to a fast swap space
(to avoid costly paging to disk) depending on the run-time active memory load.
Recommended Use Cases for Die-Stacked Memory
As discussed in Chapter I, depending on its deployment scenarios, die-stacked memory
can be best exploited in a different way. Among the cache, PoM, and hybrid options
presented in this dissertation, the cache usage is recommended compared to others when
the off-chip to stacked memory capacity ratio is high. In the other extreme where the
ratio is low and on-chip memory frequently needs to be served as main memory, PoM is
recommended to enjoy the full memory capacity available in the system. For the moderate
case where system’s memory demands only occasionally exceed the off-chip memory
capacity, a hybrid scheme will likely be a good choice rather than PoM to avoid unnecessary
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memory traffic caused by swapping operations. Table 17 summarizes the recommended use
cases for the die-stacked memory.
Table 17: Recommended use cases for die-stacked memory.
Ratio (off-chip to stacked memory) High Moderate Low
Recommendation Cache (Chapter III) Hybrid (Chapter VI) PoM (Chapter V)
Future Research Directions
In this dissertation, we showed that incorporating die-stacked memory into the com-
puting system—even while maintaining software transparency—could greatly improve
system performance. However, devising techniques across the layers of the system
stack would unleash the full potential of the stacked memory and enable new levels of
performance and energy efficiency. In this context, it is interesting to investigate how the
software stack can efficiently support die-stacked DRAM and heterogeneous main memory.
For example, the OS may need to determine whether memory objects should be allocated
on fast stacked memory or slow off-chip memory to begin with. Compiler support for die-
stacked memory would also be required to unlock its full potential, so studies on how to
generate stacked memory-aware code and perform feedback-directed optimizations could
be interesting research directions.
It is also interesting to study software-hardware cooperative mechanisms to improve
the resiliency of the systems with die-stacked memory. One could dynamically configure
protection levels in order to strike a balance between reliability and performance. For
example, critical memory resources (e.g., operating system data structures) may receive
a high level of protection, while other low-priority user applications may receive no or
minimal protection.
Implementing the processing-in-memory (PIM) functionality in die-stacked memory is
another interesting research direction. Die-stacking technology allows multiple dies with
different process technologies to be stacked together (e.g., logic dies + DRAM dies), thus
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presenting the opportunities to implement PIM in the foreseeable future. A variety of
operations can be implemented in the logic layer of the PIM stack, from fixed-function
operations (e.g., reductions) to more complex, programmable operations (e.g., garbage
collection). We first need to investigate the computations, operations, functions, and
algorithms that would benefit from offloading to the PIM stack. We then need to integrate
PIM into the layers of the system stack. At higher levels, programming models, libraries,
compilers, and runtimes must be adapted or newly developed. At the hardware level, data
synchronization and communication interfaces between the processor, caches, and memory
must be effectively designed. We leave all these interesting topics for future work.
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